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Abstract
The problem of orthogonalization of the B-spline basis is discussed for both equally
and arbitrarily spaced knots. A new efficient orthogonalization is proposed and contrasted
with some previous methods. This new orthogonal basis of the splines is better visualized
as a net of orthogonalized functions rather than a sequence of them. The net is spread over
different support rangeution and different locations resembling in this respect wavelets
bases. For this reason the constructed basis is referred to as a splinet and features some
clear advantages over other spline bases. The splinets exploit ‘nearly’ orthogonalization
featured by the B-splines themselves and through this gains are achieved at two levels:
locality that is exhibited through small size of the total support of a splinet and computa-
tional efficiency that follows from a small number of orthogonalization procedures needed
to be performed on the B-splines to reach orthogonality.
The original not orthogonalized B-splines have the total support on which they jointly
sit of the order O(1) relatively to the length of the underlying common interval on which
they are constructed. On the other hand, the orthogonalized bases previously discussed in
the literature have the total support of the order O(n), where n stands for the number of
knots which is also the number of basis functions (up to a constant). The size of the total
support for a splinet is of the order ofO(log n) which is hypothesized to be optimal among
the orthogonal spline bases.
Despite achieving the reduced support, in the terms of computational costs the pro-
posed orthognalization has the same computational cost as the standard methods. Namely,
for the standard methods one needs only to evaluate O(n) inner products due to partial
orthogonality of B-splines, and for a splinet the same rate is preserved.
A dedicated representation of splines is proposed in order to benefit from all these
efficiencies of the new method, implemented into numerical package and rendered as a R-
package splinets. The natural symmetry of the B-splines in the case of the equally spaced
knots is preserved in the splinets. It is also extended to arbitrarily spaced knots. Multivari-
ate extension through tensor product is straightforward and thus is also implemented in the
presented package.
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1 Introduction
The B-splines constitute the most popular basis of splines. One of their main advantages
lies in their locality, i.e. their supports are local and controlled by distribution of the knots
on the interval upon which the splines are constructed. If the knots are equally spaced, then
the splines are distributed in a ‘uniform’ fashion over the entire their range. Unfortunately,
the B-splines bases are not orthogonal, which adds a computational burden when they are
used to decompose a function. Since any basis can be orthogonalized, it is to the point to
consider orthonormalization of the B-splines. However, orthogonalization can be performed
in many different ways leading to essentially different orthogonal spline bases. In this work,
we explore orthogonalization methods that seems natural for B-splines and propose the one
that we consider the most appropriate as it preserve most from the original properties of the
B-splines.
After reviewing two previous approaches discussed in the literature, we propose an appar-
ently new method that, in our opinion, leads to a very natural and computationally convenient
orthonormal spline basis. Since the proposed basis spreads rather a net of splines than a se-
quence of them we coin the term splinet when referring to such a base. It shown that splinets
similarly to B-splines are characterized by locality with small size of the total support. If the
number of knots over which the splines of a fixed order are considered is n, then the size of the
total support B-splines is on the order O(1) with respect to n, while the corresponding splinet
has the total support on the order of log n which only slightly bigger and essentially better than
any of previous methods based on Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization which have the support
size on the order n.
The organization of the material is as follows. We start with a brief account of B-spline
bases that establishes notation and recall basic facts about splines. Then two B-spline orthogo-
nalization methods that appeared in the literature are reviewed and formalized in a more math-
ematical manner. This is followed by a detailed presentation of the construction of the splinets,
which we deem the central contribution of this work. The works ends with introduction compu-
tationally convenient representation of splines that allows to benefit from the properties of the
splinets, when implemented in a computational package. The proposed R-package splinets
is an example of such an implementation and its numerical fundamentals are discussed across
the paper and further detailed in the appendix.
2 Basics on the B-splines
It is often desired that the spaces of functions considered are continuous or even differentiable
up to a certain order. For that, the spline functions are often used. For a given set of knots and
an order, a splines is equal to a polynomial of the given order between two subsequent knots
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and is smoothly connected at the knots. The order of smoothness at the knots is equal to the
number of derivatives that are continuous at these knots, including the zero order derivative, i.e.
the function itself. They are built over a set knots and selection of an order that is higher than
one makes them a smoother alternative to the piecewise constant functions. The splines form a
finite dimensional space and one can consider a suitable basis of functions that spans it. Since
the knots can be conveniently chosen according to the functional data given and thus any choice
of the basis effectively results in a data driven functional basis. For fixed locations of the knots,
there are different possible choices of a basis for the spaces of splines but the most popular
are B-splines. This section unifies the notation and provides the most fundamental facts about
the splines and B-splines that are used throughout the paper. Since all results are either rather
simple or very well-know although spread throughout vast literature, the arguments provided
are either omitted or sketchy.
2.1 Knots and boundary conditions
The default domain for splines is (0, 1]. It is not truly a restriction since for any interval (a, b],
we have a natural transformation
(Tabx)(t) = x ((t− a)/(b− a)) (1)
between splines given on (a, b] to the ones given on (0, 1]. We will refer to this transformation
whenever the common support of discussed splines is not equal to (0, 1]. The set of knots
is always ordered and represented as a vector ξ of ordered values. Typically, there are two
alternative and essentially equivalent approaches to discussing splines at the end points of their
range.
In the first one, no boundary conditions are imposed and therefore ξ needs some initial
knots located at zero (the initial external knot) and the same number of knots located at one
(the terminal external knot), in order to handle efficiently recurrent formulas. Those knots are
called superfluous and distinguished from the internal knots that are always different one from
another. If one deals with a fixed order of the splines, the number of superfluous knots is equal
to the order splines we aim at plus one (lower order splines often used in recursion formulas
will still have the number of superfluous knots equal to the final order of splines that are aimed
at increased by one). The number of internal knots is denoted by |ξ| . Thus if |ξ| = n and the
order of the final splines is K then the total number of the knots is n+ 2K + 2 and thus
ξ = (ξ0, . . . , ξK , ξK+1, . . . , ξK+n, ξK+n+1, . . . , ξ2K+n+1), (2)
where ξ0 = · · · = ξK = 0 and ξK+n+1 = · · · = ξ2K+n+1 = 1 are superfluous end knots
and the inner knots are ξK+1 < · · · < ξK+n. For a given k ≤ K, the lth B-spline of order k
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build for knots ξ is denoted as Bξl,k, where l = 0, . . . , n + 2K. The first K − k and the last
K − k of all B-splines are called superfluous since they are essentially defined over (ξi, ξi+1]
and (ξK+k+i+n+1, ξK+k+i+n+2], i = 0, . . . , K − k− 1 and these intervals are empty sets. These
superfluous B splines are introduced only for the sake of convenient formulation of the recur-
rent formulas. Whenever k is omitted in the notation it is assumed to be equal to K, i.e. the
highest order of considered splines. We note that the dimension of the linear space of splines
built upon ξ is (n+ 1)(K + 1)−Kn = K + n+ 1 and the count for the dimension of splines
goes as follows: (n+ 1)(K+ 1) because of the number of coefficient of n+ 1 polynomials and
Kn stands for the number of the conditions making K − 1 values derivatives and the value of
the function (the 0-order derivative) equal at the n internal knots.
The second approach is slightly more elegant as it does not introduce any superficial knots.
It rather imposes on a spline and all its derivatives of the order smaller than the order of splines
the value of zero at the both endpoints of the domain. In this case, if we introduces knots
through (2), we no longer assume that ξ0, . . . , ξK and ξK+n+1, . . . , ξ2K+n+1 are taking values
zero and one, respectively, but consider them to be different and ordered. Since in this case,
there is no need to distinguish between knots it will be more common to write them as
ξ = (ξ0, . . . , ξm+1), (3)
where m ≥ K, in order to have enough knots to define at least one non-trivial splines with the
2K boundary conditions. Indeed, if m = K − 1 we have K + 1-knots with K between knot
intervals. On each such interval a spline is equal to a polynomial of order K. The dimension of
the space of such piecewise polynomial functions is K(K + 1). However, at each internal knot
there areK equations to make derivative up to the orderK (excluding) continuous. This reduce
the space by (K − 1)K dimensions to 2K, however there are 2K equation for derivatives to be
zero at the endpoints and the dimension of the spline space is reduced to zero.
We note the dimension of the splines with the imposed boundary conditions is (m+1)(K+
1) − 2K − mK = m + 1 − K and the counts is made as follows: there is m + 1 intervals
with polynomials having K + 1 coefficients, from which one subtracts 2K initial conditions
and mK continuity conditions at m internal knots.
As long as m = 2K + n + 1, the two linear spaces of splines, the one with unrestricted
splines at the endpoints, and the one with the boundary conditions at the endpoints, have the
same dimension and the first one is obtained from the second by passing to the limit
ξ0, . . . , ξK−1 → ξK , ξK+n+1, . . . , ξ2K+n → ξ2K+n+1
and transforming through Ta,b given in (1) with a = ξK and b = ξ2K+n+1. Figure 1 illustrates
these relations for the first, second, and third order B-splines.
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Figure 1: The two approaches to the endpoints for the first (top), second (middle), and third (bottom)
order splines in the case of B-splines: superfluous knots at endpoints (left), imposed zeros as the initial
conditions at the endpoints (right).
2.2 Recurrent definition of the B-splines
The most convenient way to define theB-splines on the knots ξ = (ξ0, . . . , ξn+1), n = 0, 1, . . .
is through the splines with the boundary conditions and using the recurrence on the order.
Namely, once the B-splines of a certain order are defined, then the B-splines of the next order
are easily expressed by their ‘less one’ order counterparts. In the process, the number of the
splines decreases by one and the number of the initial conditions (derivatives equal to zero)
increases by one at each endpoint. We keep the notation Bξl,k, for the lth B-spline of the order
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Figure 2: The recursion in definition of the B-splines, the first order splines (top), the second order
spline (middle), and the third order spline (bottom).
k, l = 0, . . . , n−k. For the zero order splines, theB-spline basis is made of indicator functions
Bξl,0 = I(ξl,ξl+1], l = 0, . . . n, (4)
for the total of n + 1-elements and zero initial conditions. Clearly, the space of zero order
splines (piecewise constant functions) is n + 1 dimensional so the so-defined zero order B-
splines constitute the basis.
The following recursion relation leads to the definition of the splines of arbitrary order
k ≤ n. Suppose now that we have defined Bξl,k−1, l = 0, . . . , n− k+ 1. The B-splines of order
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k are defined, for l = 0, . . . , n− k, by
Bξl,k(x) =
x− ξl
ξl+k − ξlB
ξ
l,k−1(x) +
ξl+1+k − x
ξl+1+k − ξl+1B
ξ
l+1,k−1(x). (5)
The recursion is presented in Figure 2 for the case of eight knots and the B-splines up to the
third order.
It is also important to notice that the above evaluations needs to be performed only over the
joint support of the splines involved in the recurrence relation. Thus recurrent structure of the
support is as follows. For zero order splines, the support ofBξ0,l is clearly [ξl, ξl+1], l = 0, . . . , n.
If the supports of Bξl,k−1’s are [ξl, ξl+k], l = 0, . . . , n−k+1, then the support of Bξl,k is the joint
support of Bξl,k−1 and B
ξ
l+1,k−1, which is [ξl, ξl+1+k], l = 0, . . . , n− k + 1.
We conclude this section with a recursion formula for the derivatives of the B-splines that
follows from (5).
Proposition 1. For i = 0, . . . , k and l = 0, . . . , n− k + 1:
diBξl,k
dxi
(x) =
i
ξl+k − ξl
di−1Bξl,k−1
dxi−1
(x) +
x− ξl
ξl+k − ξl
diBξl,k−1
dxi
(x)+
+
i
ξl+1 − ξl+k+1
di−1Bξl+1,k−1
dxi−1
(x) +
ξl+k+1 − x
ξl+k+1 − ξl+1
diBξl+1,k−1
dxi
(x). (6)
Moreover, the support of diBξl,k/dx
i is [ξl, ξl+k+1] and if i = k, then diB
ξ
l+1,k−1/dx
i ≡ 0.
Proof. To see the above, we notice that (5) coincides with (6) in the case of i = 0 (the undefined
term d−1Bξl,k−1/dx
−1 can be neglected since it is multiplied by 0, so one can define it, for
example, equal to zero). For the first derivative, i.e. i = 1, we have
dBξl,k
dx
(x) =
1
ξl+k+1 − ξlB
ξ
l,k−1(x) +
x− ξl
ξl+k+1 − ξl
dBξl,k−1
dx
(x)+
+
1
ξl+1 − ξl+k+1B
ξ
l+1,k−1(x) +
ξl+k+1 − x
ξl+k+1 − ξl+1
dBξl+1,k−1
dx
(x).
We note that if k = 1, then dBξl+1,k−1/dx ≡ 0. Then a simple induction argument leads to
(6).
3 Simple methods of B-spline orthogonalization
Zero order B-splines are naturally orthogonal due to their disjoint supports. Their popularity
is, to a great extent, due to small support sizes of the basis elements that are also disjoint for
different elements of the basis except the ‘nearest’ members. Thus the zero order B-splines
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(piecewise constant functions) have mutually disjoint supports what makes them orthogonal.
Any first order B-spline is built over two neighboring intervals defined by knots and does
not have disjoint support only to one neighbor on the right and one on the left (the zeros at
the endpoint conditions imposed). Similarly, the second order B-splines are built around a
between knot interval and having overlapping support only to the two predecessors and the two
successors. This extends to any order, i.e. the kth order splines are built around a between knot
interval and their support overlaps with the k predecessors and the k successors. This property
is clearly seen in Figure 1 (right).
Another convenient property of the B-splines is that they are build recursively with respect
to their order. Moreover the splines are built locally around knots and thus one can develop
a recursion with respect to addition of new knots as discussed in Subsection 2.2. However
in analysis of functional data it is convenient to work with the orthonormal bases and the B-
splines are not orthogonal. Thus obtaining an orthonormal basis of splines sharing to some
extent the above favorable properties of B-splines is of interest. The most direct approach to
obtaining such a base is through orthonormalization of B-splines.
Orthonormalization of B-splines has been discussed in the literature, see Mason et al.
(1993) and Redd (2012) and the R-package for B-spline orthonormalization has been devel-
oped, Orthogonal B-Spline Basis Functions. The problem of orthogonalization of B-splines
has been approached in the past from many angles. In Bogdan and Ledwina (1996), the or-
thogonalization of periodic splines has been solved in an analytical form, while the case of nu-
merically efficient orthonormalization was discussed in Redd (2012) and utilized in R-package
orthogonalsplinebasis. A method of constructing orthogonal splines that has small
compact support has been proposed through the so-called symmetric O-splines in Mason et al.
(1993). Below we discuss these past approaches. Then, in the next section, we propose a
novel approach having critical advantages over the previous ones by having a natural recur-
rence structure with respect new knots, giving overall small support of the basis elements, and
sporting an elegant symmetry.
3.1 One-sided orthogonalization – the Gramm-Schmidt method
This orthogonalization can be the simplest described as the Gramm-Schmidt (GS) orthogonal-
ization of the B splines if one starts with either the furthest left or the furthest right B-spline
(order is following the shifting supports of the B-splines) and then progressively orthogonalize
subsequent B-splines toward the other end. The two versions of this orthogonalization can
be referred to as the right-to-left GS and the left-to-right GS and they are implemented in the
software packages such as orthogonalsplinebasis as well as in our proposed package
splinets that accompanies this work (see the function grsch). In Figure 3 (left), we see
the simplest case of the first order orthogonalized splines with no internal knot, the left-to-right
GS presented in solid line and the right-to-left with dashed line. The left-to-right GS with one
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Figure 3: The first order O-splines: (Left) with no knots except endpoints: {o¯1, o¯2} (solid lines) and
{o˜1, o˜2} (dotted lines); (Right) with one internal knot ξ˜, dotted line indicates B-spline B(0,ξ˜,1)2,1 .
internal knot is presented in Figure 3 (right). A computationally efficient approach to one-sided
normalization is given in Qin (2000) and was applied to splines in Redd (2012). Our alternative
computational approach discussed in the appendix and implemented in splinets is utilized
to obtain the graphs in Figure 4.
For the sake of completeness we present generic algorithm for the GS method defined for
an arbitrary sequence of linearly independent elements hn ∈ H, n ∈ N0, H is some Hilbert
space. The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of hn defines an orthonormalized vectors en,
n ∈ N0, through the following recurrence
e0 = h0/‖h0‖
en+1 = αnen + βn+1hn+1 (7)
= αnhn/‖hn‖+ βn+1hn+1, n ∈ N0, (8)
where
αn = −βn+1〈en, hn+1〉 = −βn+1 〈hn, hn+1〉‖hn‖ ,
β2n+1 =
1
‖hn+1‖2 − |〈en, hn+1〉|2 =
1
‖hn+1‖2 − |〈hn,hn+1〉|2‖hn‖2
.
Let hi, i = 0, . . . , n, be represented as a sequence of numerical vectors ai, i = 0, . . . , n, in
a certain basis (not necessarily orthonormal and its form is irrelevant for the procedure). More-
over let H = [〈hi, hj〉]ni,j=0. Define b0 = a0/‖h0‖ = a0/
√
h00, which is the representation of
the first vector of the G-S orthonormal basis. The second vector can be obtained by defining
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first
a˜i = ai − hi0
h00
a0, i = 1, . . . , n
H˜ =
[
hij − hi0h0j
h00
]n
i,j=1
and then taking b1 = a˜1/
√
h˜11. We observe that the above is in agreement with (8), for n = 1:
b1 =
a˜1√
h11 − h10h01h00
=
a1 − h10h00a0√
h11 − h10h01h00
Moreover, to find the next vector b2, one applies the same procedure (but by one dimension
smaller) to a˜ and H˜ in place of a and H. This approach is implemented in the following routine.
Alternatively, one can use implemented programs for the Cholesky decomposition such as or
Algorithm 1: Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
1 # I m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f t h e n o r m a l i z e d Gram−Schmidt o r t h o g o n a l i z a t i o n
2 g r s c h o = f u n c t i o n (A,H)
3 {
4 nb=dim (H) [ 1 ]
5 B=A # t o become o u t p u t w i th t h e o r t h o n o r m a l i z e d columns o f A
6 B[ , 1 ] =A[ , 1 ] / s q r t (H[ 1 , 1 ] ) #1 s t n o r m a l i z e d o u t p u t v e c t o r
7 f o r ( i i n 1 : ( nb−1) ) {
8 A[ , ( i +1) : nb ]=A[ , ( i +1) : nb]−
9 (A[ , i ]%∗%H[ i , ( i +1) : nb , drop =F ] ) /H[ i , i ]
10 # ‘ drop =F ’ keeps m a t r i x form of a row v e c t o r
11 H[ ( i +1) : nb , ( i +1) : nb ]=H[ ( i +1) : nb , ( i +1) : nb]−
12 t (H[ i , ( i +1) : nb , drop =F ] )%∗%H[ i , ( i +1) : nb , drop =F ] /H[ i , i ]
13 B[ , i +1]=A[ , i +1] / s q r t (H[ i +1 , i + 1 ] )
14 }
15 r e t u r n (B)
16 }
gramSchmidt in the package pracma v1.9.9. Both implementations seem to be equally
efficient.
3.2 Two-sided orthogonalization – a symmetrized GS method
One of the disadvantages of the one-sided orthogonalization is that the supports of the ele-
ments of the basis are relatively large as they are growing at each step of the orthogonalization.
Moreover the obtained elements are asymmetric even for the equally spaced knots. In fact, the
resultingO-splines on the two opposite sides of the interval have different size of their supports,
10
Figure 4: The third order O-splines. Top: one-sided left-to-right, ten knots; Bottom: two-sided, eleven
knots; in the left column equally spaced knots, in the right column irregularly spaced knots. The graphs
obtained using splinets package.
the ones from the side where the orthogonalization started have small support while the ones
on the side where the orthogonalization concludes are reaching with their support the entire in-
terval. It was thus suggested in the past that a two-sided approach would improve the method.
In Redd (2012), it was suggested how one can modified the one-sided method to obtain the
two-sided O-splines. However, the actual details of the approach have not been presented.
Here, we discuss a method of computing the two-sided O-splines utilizing two one-sided
orthogonalizations, which formalizes these previous ideas. We observe that the one-sided or-
thogonalization applied from the two ends and than properly modified in the center leads to
a two-sided method. The result has two advantages compared to the one-sided one, firstly, it
produces smaller total support of the obtained O-splines, secondly, it has the natural symmetry
around the center. One additional advantage in the context of this paper is that the symmetriza-
tion of the central splines is then later utilized in our construction of the splinets. In this sense,
the two-sided orthogonalization is a crude prototype of our approach to the orthogonalization,
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which further reduces the size of the support of the O-splines and enhances the symmetry
property to become also a localization property within a net of splines.
In general the two-sided method we describe here is very similar to the ones suggested in
the past however the central splines maybe slightly different although the symmetry and support
size properties will be generally preserved. It is based on a symetrized version of the Gramm-
Schmidt method, which can be formulated in the generic Euclidean vector space setup In the
appendix we present self-contained derivations of this method, while here the rationale behind
the approach is discussed in a less formal manner. The whole idea is based on the following
general steps.
STEP 1: Choose a central point inside the interval with respect to which the sides of the
orthonormalization will be performed.
STEP 2: Perform the left-to-right GS orthogonalization over the knots located on the left
hand side (LHS) of the chosen center and the right-to-left GS orthogonalization over the
knots located on the right hand side (RHS) of it as long as the LHS ones are residing on
the supports that are disjoint with the RHS ones. Clearly, this orthogonalization will lead
to the jointly orthogonal splines.
STEP 3: The above step leaves a central group of B-splines not orthogonalized yet having
their supports overlapping. The group is made of splines for which supports contain the
center point and their number depends on the considered order of the splines. These
will be orthogonalized using a modification of Gram-Schmidt method that will preserve
natural symmetry of the splines around the central point For those B splines one has
to determine an approach to orthonormalization that will naturally preserve symmetry
around the chosen central point.
Selection of the central point
It is quite clear that the choice of the central point affects the total support size of the resulting
two-sided orthogonalization. For the equally spaced knots it is quite obvious that the mid-point
of the entire range should be considered to minimize the total support. However, if the knots
are evenly spread it is less clear where it would be optimal to place the central point.
Let us consider a vector of knots ξ with an internal knot ξk0 . When deciding for the choice of
the central point near ξk0 or just at it, one can aim for the minimal total support of the resulting
O-splines. For simplicity, let us assume that we deal with the first order splines although the
argument extends easily to an arbitrary order. Let us also assume that we have scaled the full
range so that ξ0 = 0 and ξm+1 = 1. It is easy to notice that the total support of the B-splines of
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the first order is
ξ2 +ξ3−ξ1 +· · ·+ξm+1−ξm−1 =
m+1∑
k=2
ξk−
m−1∑
k=0
ξk = ξm+1 +ξm−ξ1 = 2−[(1− ξm) + ξ1] ≈ 2,
where approximation holds for a sufficiently fine grid of knots. The one-sided orthogonaliza-
tion of the B-splines yields the following support
ξ2 + ξ3 + · · ·+ ξm+1 =
m+1∑
k=2
ξk = 2− [(1− ξm) + ξ1] +
m−1∑
k=1
ξk,
which, in general, is much larger than the total support for the B splines and generally increase
without bound when the knot grid is infinitesimally refined. For the two-sided orthogonaliza-
tion around the central point at ξk0 we have for the total support
1 +
k0∑
k=2
ξk +
m−1∑
k=k0
(1− ξk) = 2 +
k0−1∑
k=2
ξk +
m−1∑
k=k0+1
(1− ξk)
= 2− [(1− ξm) + ξ1] +
k0−1∑
k=1
ξk +
m∑
k=k0+1
(1− ξk),
where we take into the account that the central O-spline with the central point ξk0 spreads
over the entire range and thus the size of its support is equal to one. From this it is clear that
the minimal k0 such that ξk0 is larger than 1 − ξk0+1 typically results in the optimal or nearly
optimal choice. For all practical purposes one can simply take k0 such that ξk0 is the closest to
0.5 among all ξk’s. We conclude that for the two-sided orthogonalization the best is to take the
central point around the mid point of the total range.
Symmetry with respect to the central point
Once a choice of the central point, say ξ, is determined one can consider two one-sided or-
thogonalization around this point, the left-to-right orthogonalization for all B-splines with the
support contained in [ξ0, ξ] and the right-to-left orthogonalization for those B-splines that have
the support contained in [ξ, ξm+1]. The resulting two sets of O-splines are jointly orthogonal
due to disjoint supports. In Figure 4 (bottom), the first two O-splines from each side corre-
spond to this portion of the orthogonalization. In the case evenly spaced knots this leads to the
symmetric O-splines around the mid-point as seen in Figure 4 (bottom-left).
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Symmetric orthogonalization
There will be a number of B-splines that have the support containing the central point ξ. For
them, we aim at orthogonalization that for the equispaced knots preserve the symmetry around
ξ. In general there maybe even or odd number of such B-splines and there can be several
approaches to their orthogonalization that preserves their symmetry. Our approach is based on
the following generic result the proof of which can be found in Appendix A.
Proposition 2. Let S be a symmetry operator on a certain linear vector space, i.e. a linear
operator for which S2 = I . Let x and y be two linearly independent and normalized vectors
such that y = Sx. Define
x˜ =
1√
2
(
x+ y
‖x+ y‖ +
x− y
‖x− y‖
)
y˜ =
1√
2
(
x+ y
‖x+ y‖ −
x− y
‖x− y‖
)
Then vectors x˜ and y˜ are orthonormal and symmetric, i.e. 〈x˜, y˜〉 = 0 and Sx˜ = y˜.
Implementation of the above is very simple as shown in Algorithm 2, where we use that for
the normalized input ‖x± y‖2 = 2(1± 〈x, y〉), which also leads to Remark 1.
Algorithm 2: Symmetrized orthonormalization
1 # Symmetr ic o r t h o n o r m a l i z a t i o n o f two v e c t o r s r e p r e s e n t e d as t h e two
columns of t h e i n p u t ‘x ’
2 #The v e c t o r s a r e assumed t o be NORMALIZED wi th r e s p e c t t o a c e r t a i n
i n n e r p r o d u c t and t h e i r i n n e r p r o d u c t ‘h ’ i s g i v e n i n t h e i n p u t
3 #The i n n e r p r o d u c t and t h e norm DO NOT NEED t o be E u c l i d e a n , on ly i n
t h e l a t t e r case , ‘ sum ( x [ , 1 ] ) ^2=sum ( x [ , 2 ] ) ^2=1 ’ and ‘ sum ( x [ , 1 ] ∗x
[ , 2 ] ) =h ’
4 symo= f u n c t i o n ( x , h ) {
5 # x : 2 columns m a t r i x c o n t a i n s c o e f f i c i e n t s w. r . t . t h e b a s i s
6 # h : t h e i n n e r p r o d u c t o f two v e c t o r s w. r . t . t h e b a s i s
7 a1 =(1 / s q r t (1+ h ) +1 / s q r t (1−h ) ) / 2
8 a2 =(1 / s q r t (1+ h )−1 / s q r t (1−h ) ) / 2
9 r e s =x
10 r e s [ , 1 ] = a1∗x [ , 1 ] + a2∗x [ , 2 ]
11 r e s [ , 2 ] = a2∗x [ , 1 ] + a1∗x [ , 2 ]
12 r e t u r n ( r e s )
13 }
Remark 1. The orthogonalization in Proposition 2 is equivalent to the Löwdin symmetric
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Figure 5: Geometric interpretation of Proposition 2. The symmetric orthogonalization with
respect to the reflection to the axis marked by the dotted line.
orthogonalization for the case of two vectors since it can be also written as
x˜ =
(
1√
1 + 〈x, y〉 +
1√
1− 〈x, y〉
)
x
2
+
(
1√
1 + 〈x, y〉 −
1√
1− 〈x, y〉
)
y
2
,
y˜ =
(
1√
1 + 〈x, y〉 −
1√
1− 〈x, y〉
)
x
2
+
(
1√
1 + 〈x, y〉 +
1√
1− 〈x, y〉
)
y
2
.
For more details see Löwdin (1956).
Once the symmetric orthogonalization of two vectors is defined, the central splines, say si,
i = 1, . . . , r, are handled as follows. The first pair (s1, sr) is first orthogonalized with respect
to the LHS and RHS ones obtained in Step 2, leading to, say, (x1, xr). This pair in turn is
orthogonalized using the above symmetric orthogonalization and then added to LHS and RHS
O-splines. This is repeated with every (si, sr−i+1) until either no B-spline is left (r is even) or
there is one central B-spline left. In the latter case, we simply orthogonalize it with respect to
all previous O-splines. In Figure 4 (bottom) we see three resulting central O-splines. In the left
hand side figure we observed that they are symmetric around the central point. Moreover, their
support extends over the entire [ξ0, ξm+1].
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Remark 2. A natural symmetry for splines on the equally spaced knots inside the interval is
the mirror reflection, say S, with respect to the midpoint of the interval. We note that S2 = I
and S∗ = S. This also extend to the case of non-equally spaced knots if they are placed
symmetrically around the midpoint.
The observation in the above example suggests a symmetrized version of the Gramm-
Schmidt orthogonalization as discussed next.
Symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization
The goal of this part of discussion is to present an analog to the Gramm-Schmidt orthogonal-
ization that yields a symmetric set of orthogonal vectors while starting from a set of linearly
independent vectors that forms a set of pairs {(xi, yi)}ni=1 that are symmetric with respect to a
symmetry operator S, i.e. Sxi = yi. For the construction to preserve the symmetry additionally
to S2 = I it is required that S is self-adjoint, i.e. S∗ = S.
This additional condition, self-adjointness, is only satisfied for the case of equally spaced
knots thus the following orthogonalization results in symmetric pairs of splines only in that
case. However, the orthonormalization procedure itself can be performed in any case, although
the symmetry property is not directly interpretable when the knots are not equally spaced unless
they spaced symmetrically around the midpoint.
Similarly to the regular GS method and the symmetric orthogonalization presented above
the construction is generic, in the sense that it does not require the vectors to be splines. More
precisely the outcome of the procedure is a set of orthogonal vectors in the form of pairs (x˜i, y˜i),
i = 1, . . . , n for which, in the case of self-adjoint S, y˜i = Sx˜i. The process formalizes
symmetrization and orthogonalization of vectors as described above. In its description, for
k = 1, . . . , n, Pk stands for the orthogonal projection to the linear span of {(xi, yi)}ki=1.
For a set of pairs S = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 Let us take the first pair (x1, y1) and construct the or-
thogonal and symmetric pair (x˜1, y˜1) as it follows from Proposition 2. Replace all {(xi, yi)}ni=2
by {(xi − P1xi, yi − P1yi)}ni=2 and set S to this new set. We observe that the symmetry is
preserved
S(xi − P1xi) = yi − SP1xi = yi − 〈xi, x˜1〉‖x˜1‖2 Sx˜1 −
〈xi, y˜1〉
‖y˜1‖2 Sy˜1
= yi − 〈xi, Sy˜1〉‖Sy˜1‖2 y˜1 −
〈xi, Sx˜1〉
‖Sx˜1‖2 x˜1
= yi − 〈Sxi, y˜1〉‖y˜1‖2 y˜1 −
〈Sxi, x˜1〉
‖x˜1‖2 x˜1
= yi − 〈yi, y˜1〉‖y˜1‖2 y˜1 −
〈yi, x˜1〉
‖x˜1‖2 x˜1
= yi − P1yi.
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Repeat the above construction to S until there is no more pairs to orthogonalize.
For computational implementation of this orthogonalization we utilize the GS method. The
next result combines Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization with the pairwise symmetrization dis-
cussed above to produce the symmetrized Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. It is formulated
in the manner that Algorithms 1and 2 can be directly utilized in numerical implementations as
shown in Algorithm 3. The proof of the result is given in Appendix A.
Proposition 3. For any sequence z = (zi)ni=1 of linearly independent vectors let y = gs(z)
be a sequence of the orthonormal vectors obtained by application the Gram-Schmidt method
to z. Consider x = (xi)2ki=1 and define x
R and xL through
(xL1 , x
L
2k, x
L
2 , x
L
2k−1, . . . , x
L
k , x
L
k+1) = gs(x1, x2k, x2, x2k−1, . . . , xk, xk+1),
(xR2k, x
R
1 , x
R
2k−1, x
R
2 , . . . , x
R
k+1, x
R
k ) = gs(x2k, x1, x2k−1, x2, . . . , xk+1, xk).
Define y = (yi)2ki=1 so that (yi, y2k−i+1) is obtained from (x
L
i , x
R
2k−i+1) by the orthonormaliza-
tion described in Proposition 2. Then
1) y has orthogonal terms,
2) (yi, y2k−i+1) are orthogonal to {xj, x2k−j+1, j < i},
3) {xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i} is spanned by {yj, y2k−j+1, j ≤ i},
4) if Sxi = x2k−i+1, i = 1, . . . , k, for a certain self-adjoint symmetry operator S, then also
Syi = y2k−i+1.
The above defines symmetrized Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization in the case when there is
even number of vectors to be orthogonalized. The following augments it by the case of an odd
number of vectors see also Appendix A.
Corollary 1. Consider x = (xi)2k+1i=1 . Define xR and xL through
(xL1 , x
L
2k+1, x
L
2 , x
L
2k−1, . . . , x
L
k , x
L
k+2, x
L
k+1) = gs(x1, x2k+1, x2, x2k, . . . , xk, xk+2, xk+1),
(xR2k+1, x
R
1 , x
R
2k, x
R
2 , . . . , x
R
k+2, x
R
k ) = gs(x2k+1, x1, x2k, x2, . . . , xk+2, xk).
Further let (yi)2k+1i=1,i 6=k+1 be defined using Proposition 3 for (xi)
2k+1
i=1,i 6=k+1 and let yi+1 = x
L
k+1 .
Then y = (yi)2k+1i=1 satisfies
1) orthogonal terms (yi, y2k−i+2) are also orthogonal to {xj, x2k−j+2, j < i},
2) {xj, xn−j+2, j ≤ i} are spanned by {yj, y2k−j+2, j ≤ i},
3) if Sxi = x2k−i+2, i = 1, . . . , k, and Sxk+1 = xk+1, for a certain self-adjoint symmetry
operator S, then also Syi = y2k−i+2, i = 1, . . . , k, and Syk+1 = yk+1.
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Algorithm 3: Symmetric Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
1 # I m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f t h e symmet r i c Gram−Schmidt o r t h o n o r m a l i z a t i o n
2 s g r s c h o = f u n c t i o n (A,H) {
3 nb=dim (H) [ 1 ] ; np= f l o o r ( nb / 2 ) # t h e number o f v e c t o r s and p a i r s
4 B=A
5 BR= m a t r i x ( 0 , n c o l =2∗np , nrow=nb ) ; HR= m a t r i x ( 0 , n c o l =2∗np , nrow=2∗np )
6 J=c (2 ∗ ( 1 : np ) −1,2∗ ( 1 : np ) ) ; K=c ( nb : ( nb−np +1) , 1 : np )
7 BR[ , J ]=A[ ,K ] ; HR[ J , J ]=H[K,K]
8
9 BL= m a t r i x ( 0 , n c o l =nb , nrow=nb ) ; HL= m a t r i x ( 0 , n c o l =nb , nrow=nb )
10 J=c ( J , nb ) ; K=c ( 1 : np , nb : ( nb−np +1) , np +1)
11 BL [ , J ]=A[ ,K ] ; HL[ J , J ]=H[K,K]
12
13 BL= g r s c h o (BL , HL) ; BR= g r s c h o (BR,HR) # Gram−Schmidt method
14
15 B[ , np +1]=BL [ , nb ] # c e n t e r f o r t h e odd c a s e
16
17 f o r ( i i n 1 : np ) { # s y m m e t r i z a t i o n
18 X= c b i n d (BL[ , 2 ∗ i −1] , BR[ , 2 ∗ i −1])
19 h =(X[ , 1 ]%∗% H %∗%X[ , 2 , drop =F ] ) [ 1 , 1 ]
20 B[ , c ( i , nb−i +1) ]= symo (X, h )
21 }
22 r e t u r n (B)
23 }
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The obtained results are used in Algorithm 3, which constitutes basis for some orthogonal-
ization procedures used in our numerical implementation of the methods of this and the next
section in the splinets package. Although it was not emphasized in our discussion in the
implementations all our orthogonalized outputs have been also normalized. This is spelled out
in Algorithms 1-3 by using the term ‘orthonormalization’ in their descriptions.
4 The splinets - structured orthogonalization
The name O-splines has been used loosely in the past to any orthogonal family of splines. In
what follows we will use the term splinet specifically to the set of O-splines that is defined in
this section. Namely, we discuss orthogonalizations of the B-splines that their natural structure
of the B-splines is followed as closely as possible, leading to some optimality of the resulting
orthogonal spline base. The method of obtaining splinets from B-splines resembles in some
aspects the construction of wavelets. In particular, we have an equivalent concept to resolution
scales that are determined by the number of in-between knots intervals holding the support of
an individual spline.
The symmetric orthogonalization procedure described in the previous section aimed to re-
duce the size of the total support for the elements of the basis while at the same time preserving
symmetry. Both properties can be improved even further by the following modification of the
orthogonalization.
The construction can be described easiest in the case of splines of order one. The proposed
orthogonalization becomes more complex in higher the order of the B-splines. For this reason
we start with description of the construction for the first order splines. Only after this we turn
to the arbitrary order case.
4.1 The order one case
Looking closely at the B splines structure, we note that there is a subset of the elements that
have mutually disjoint supports. They are naturally already orthogonal and thus one can keep
them as the initial vectors in our orthogonalization. We call them zero level elements. Between
each two zero level elements there are elements that have support that is contained in the union
of the support of these two elements. If one orthogonalizes them with the respect to these two
elements the resulting elements will be orthogonal to all zero order elements. One can perform
such orthogonalization in such a way that the support of new functions will be disjoint and
name them the first order elements. The orthonormalization is performed on the remaining
B-splines in the way that it preserves their natural recursive structure of B-splines. This can be
continued until all the B splines are orthogonalized.
It can be shown that this procedure leads to even smaller average support than the two-sided
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O-splines. Moreover, the orthogonalization can done in such a way that the symmetry will be
preserved.
The construction can be described easiest in the case when the number of in-between knots
intervals is equal to 2N and we only consider theB-splines that start from zero, i.e. we consider
the B-splines with the zero boundary conditions as described in Subsection 2.1. This requires
N ≥ 1. We note that in the previous ‘non-dyadic’ notation n = 2N − 1. Later, we also explain
how orthogonalization can be augmented to an arbitrary number of knots.
We conclude this introduction by remarking that if one wants the first and the last splines
to not start at zero, the whole construction can be adopted by equaling the first two and the last
two knots and perform the whole construction without a major change. In other words one can
see this as the limiting case with ξ1 → ξ0 and ξ2N−1 → ξ2N .
4.1.1 The dyadic case: n = 2N − 1.
As argued before, the dimension of the linear space spanned by the B-splines is 2N − 1. We
first note that the case of N = 1 is trivial as it is made of one B-spline and there is nothing
to orthogonalize, so in what follows we assume N > 1. By having the dyadic structure of the
in-between knots intervals, we denote the following hierarchical structure of support sets for
the to-be constructed OB-splines.
The smallest support range is at the level N − 1 and is made of neighboring pairs of in-
dividual intervals, i.e. we pair the first one with the second, the third with the fourth and so
on until the second last is paired with the last. These smallest support intervals are denoted
by Ir,N−1, r = 1, . . . , 2N−1. We note that the Lebesgue measure of the total support made
of all the intervals at this support range is just equal to the length of the entire domain, i.e.
to ξ2N − ξ0. Assuming that we have the knots ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξ2N−1 < ξ2N , we consider
Ir,N−1 = (ξ2r−2, ξ2r], with the central knot ξ2r−1 in each Ir,N−1.
For larger support ranges we proceed recursively. For l ≤ N − 1, denote the support range
interval Ir,l = (ξLr,l, ξ
R
r,l], r = 1, . . . , 2
l, where ξLr,l is left knot of the r
th support interval at level
l and ξRr,l is right knot of this interval, with the central point ξ
C
r,l. Thus
ξLr,N−1 = ξ2r−2, ξ
C
r,N−1 = ξ2r−1, ξ
R
r,N−1 = ξ2r,
One defines the support of the order l−1 by grouping the two neighboring intervals Ir,l, i.e.
Ir,l−1 = (ξL2r−1,l, ξ
R
2r,l], r = 1, . . . , 2
l−1, in the same manner as in the first step, with the central
point ξCr,l−1 = ξ
R
2r−1,l = ξ
L
2r,l being the common knot of the two combined intervals of the lower
support range that make Ir,l−1. The right, the left and the centre knots of the rth support interval
at level l can be defined in terms of the original knots ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξ2N−1 < ξ2N by the
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Figure 6: The dyadic structure of the support sets and corresponding nonorthogonal B-splines for the
case of N = 4, i.e. n = 15. On the horizontal axis, we denoted by alternating solid and dashed lines
the support sets structure for four support rangessupport range. These support sets are supporting the
splinet presented in Figure 7.
following:
ξLr,l = ξ(2r−2)2N−l−1 ; ξ
R
r,l = ξ(2r)2N−l−1 ; ξ
C
r,l = ξ(2r−1)2N−l−1 .
Again, we point that the total size of the interval at any given support range level is equal
to ξ2N − ξ0. We proceed like this until the single interval I1,0 = (ξ0, ξ2N ] of the zero support
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Figure 7: The construction of a splinet of the first order for the dyadic case N = 4. The hierarchical
with respect to support range orthogonalization was performed on the corresponding B-splines shown
in F igure 6 and also in the dashed lines in the top three graphs.
range with ξC1,0 = ξ2N−1 and, clearly, the size of the support at the level is equal to ξ2N − ξ0. All
these properties are illustrated in Figure 6.
Once we have the support interval structure we can relate the first order B-splines Br,l with
the corresponding support interval Ir,l by taking the central point ξCr,l of Ir,l and taking for Br,l
this unique B-spline that has ξCr,l as its central point. See Figure 6 for illustration how the so-
rearranged B-splines relate to Bξk,1, k = 0, . . . , 2
N − 1, in our original not dyadic notation.
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Algorithm 4: The splinet of order one for the dyadic case.
Input: 2N + 1 knots for generating the dyadic splinet of order 1
Output: The dyadic splinet OBi,l l = 0, . . . , N − 1 is a support range level and i = 1, . . . , 2l of
order 1
STEP 1. Generate B-splines of order one for the given knots;
STEP 2. Rearranges the sequence of B-splines to a dyadic net Bi,l, where l = 0, . . . , N − 1 is a
support range level and i = 1, . . . , 2l;
STEP 3. Set OBi,N−1 = Bi,N−1, i = 0, . . . , 2N−1;
for l = 0, . . . , N − 1 do
for i = 0, . . . , 2l do
orthogonalize Bi,l with respect to all OBi,r, r > l (there are only two of them at each
support range level r that have support overlapping with the given Bi,l) and set OBi,l to
the outcome of this orthogonalization;
end
end
The orthonormalization of the rearranged B splines can be defined recursively with respect
to the support range. First, we take the lowest N − 1 support range level B splines Br,N−1
that have mutually disjoint supports Ir,N−1, r = 1, . . . , 2N−1 as the splinets that are denoted
by OBr,N−1. Having defined OBr,j , r = 1, . . . , 2j , for j such that l ≤ j ≤ N − 1, we define
OBr,l−1 spline having the support equal to Ir,l−1, for r = 1, . . . , 2l−1, by orthogonalizing Br,l−1
with respect to all previously defined splinets that have support contained within Ir,l−1. Due to
the dyadic structure of the supports and the locality of the support of the splineBr,l−1, there will
be only two OB-splines at each support range level j ≥ l that have overlapping supports with
Br,l−1. These two splines can be identified at a given support range j ≥ l as the one that has its
support ending at the center of Ir,l−1, i.e. at ξCr,l−1 and the one that has its support beginning at
this point. The explicit supports for these splines are I2r−j(2r−1),j and I2r−j(2r−1)+1,j . In other
words, we evaluate the coefficients 〈Br,l−1, OBi,j〉, j = l, . . . , N − 1 and i = 2r−j(2r − 1),
and i = 2r−j(2r− 1) + 1. Consequently, we define the (l− 1)th-support range O-splines in the
splinet through
OBr,l−1 = Br,l−1−
N−1∑
j=l
(〈Br,l−1, OB2r−j(2r−1),j〉
‖OB2r−j(2r−1),j‖2 OB2
r−j(2r−1),j +
〈Br,l−1, OB2r−j(2r−1)+1,j〉
‖OB2r−j(2r−1)+1,j‖2 OB2
r−j(2r−1)+1,j
)
.
We note that the coefficients 〈Br,l−1, OBi,j〉 require only evaluations of the integrals over the
support of Br,l−1, which is made only of the two in-between knots intervals. Consequently, if
the information about the support of a spline is kept in algorithms one can further significantly
reduce computational burden of inner product evaluations.
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4.1.2 Not fully dyadic case: 2N ≤ n < 2N+1 − 1
If the number of knots, which in our notation is n+2, is not equal to 2N+1, forN ∈ N, then
we do not have a fully dyadic support structure. We need an extension of our orthogonalization
procedure to account for this case, which occurs when 2N ≤ n < 2N+1 − 1, for some integer
N ≥ 1. Let n = 2N +M , whereM can take the values {0, . . . , 2N−2}, since forM = 2N−1,
we have again a dyadic case with n = 2N+1 − 1. The idea behind handling this case is to
divide the process of orthogonalization into the following tasks that are elaborated in more
detail later in the text. The algorithm can be formulated in the recurrent fashion as presented in
Algorithm 5, while more explicit presentation follows.
TASK 1- EXTRACTING LEFT, AND RIGHT DYADIC SUBSTRUCTURES. Extract from the
original knots ξ a pair of sequences of adjacent D + 1 dyadic knot groups ξLd , ξ
R
d ,
d = 0, . . . , D, symmetrically with respect to the center and decreasing in their sizes,
when approaching the center. The extraction is performed until the central group of
knots ξC has zero or one or two internal knots.
TASK 2 - DYADIC ORTHOGONALIZATION. Perform the dyadic construction of Subsec-
tion 4.1.1 to obtain dyadic splinets OSLd and OS
R
d that have respective supports included
in ξLd and ξ
R
d , respectively, d = 0, . . . , D.
TASK 3 - ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE IRREGULAR SPLINES. Let BLd be a spline the
domain of which overlaps with its support over the two subsequent dyadic structures on
the left ξLd and ξ
L
d+1 and B
R
d be the analogous one on the right the domain of which
overlaps ξRd and ξ
R
d+1, d = 1, . . . , D − 1. These B-splines are referred to as the irregular
splines. Orthogonalization of a irregular spline is performed with respect to the splinets
and other irregular splines:
a) BLd is orthogonalized with respect to the two splinets stretched over ξ
L
d and ξ
L
d+1,
while BRd with respect to ξ
R
d and ξ
R
d+1. It is important to notice that it is enough to
consider only these splines in the splinets that have overlapping support with BLd
and BRd , which significantly reduces computations;
b) all previously already orthogonalized irregular splines counting from the LHS or the
RHS, i.e. OBLu or OB
R
u , respectively, u < d (here the respective orthogonalized
outcomes are denoted by OBLd and OB
R
d ). In fact due to the disjointness of sup-
ports, it is enough to orthogonalize with respect to the ‘last’ orthogonalized irregular
spline, i.e. for d > 1 with respect to OBLd−1 and OB
R
d−1, respectively.
The obtained splines OBLd and OB
R
d , d = 1, . . . , D − 1 are referred to as irregular LHS
and RHS O-splines, respectively.
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Algorithm 5: The splinets of order one in the general case.
Input: knots for generating a splinet of order 1, with n internal and two terminal knots
Output: the splinet in OUT over the input knots – the dyadic subsplinets and irregular o-splines;
OS ← ∅ ; /*collection of fully dyadic subsplinets*/
OB ← ∅ ; /*set of RHS and LHS irregular o-splines*/
BL ← 0; BR ← 0 ; /*RHS and LHS irregular B-splines*/
if n+ 1 = 2N , for some N > 0, i.e. the knots are fully dyadic, then
Generate the splinet, say OS, over the knots using Algorithm 4 and save it to OS;
else
while n > 2 do
Find N s.t. 2N − 1 ≤ n < 2N+1 − 1 ;
STEP 1. Generate the LHS (RHS) splinet, say OSL ( OSR), over the first (last)
2N−1 + 1 knots, by applying Algorithm 4 ;
STEP 2.Orthogonalize BL (BR), if non-zero, with respect to the overlapping support
o-splines in OSL (OSR) and save to, say, OBL (OBR) ;
STEP 3. Set BL (BR) to the first-to-the-right ( the first-to-the-left) B-spline that does not
have its domain inside the support of OSL (OSR) ;
STEP 4. Orthogonalize BL and BR with respect to the overlapping support o-splines in
OSL ∪ {OBL}, OSR ∪ {OBR}, save the result back in BL and BR, respectively ;
OS ← OS ∪ {OSL, OSL}; OB ← OB ∪ {OBL, OBR};
Remove from the knots the first 2N−1 and the last 2N−1 knots;
n← n− 2N ;
end
end
if n < 0 then /*Remaining one central knot */
Add BL to OB;
end
if n > 0 then
Add BL and BR to OB;
if n = 2 then /*Remaining four central knots */
Orthogonalize the two central splines with respect to BL and BR, save the results in
OBLC and OBRC ;
Symmetrically orthogonalize OBLC and OBRC using Lemma 2, add the results to OB;
else /*Remaining three central knot */
Orthogonalize the central spline with respect to BL and BR, add the result to OB;
end
else /*Remaining two central knots */
Do symmetric orthogonalization of BL and BR using Lemma 2 and add the result to OB;
end
OUT ← (OS,OB);
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TASK 4 - ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE IRREGULAR CENTRAL SPLINES. After orthogo-
nalizing all B splines discussed above there are one, two, three or four central B-splines
left. If there is only one central then it is orthogonalized with respect to ξLD, ξ
R
D and the
irregular O-splines OBLD−1, OB
R
D−1. The result is added to the splinet.
In the remaining three cases, the furthest to the left is orthogonalized with respect to
the splinet over ξLD and the irregular O-spline OB
L
D−1 and the furthest to the right is
orthogonalized with respect to the splinet over ξRD and OB
R
D−1. The results are OB
L
D and
OBRD.
a) If there are only two splines left, OBLD and OB
R
D are further symmetrically orthogo-
nalized using Lemma 2 of the Appendix and added to the splinet.
b) If there are three B-splines left, then OBLD and OB
R
D are added to the splinet and the
central B-spline is orthogonalized with respect these two O-splines, then added to
the splinet.
c) If there are four B-splines left, then OBLD and OB
R
D are added to the splinet. The
remaining two are first orthogonalized with respect to OBLD and OB
R
D and the two
are symmetrically orthogonalized using Lemma 2 of the Appendix. They are sub-
sequently added to the splinet.
We note that the supports of the final splines stretches over the entire range of ξ.
A detailed approach to the above tasks is elaborated in Appendix B.
4.2 The splinets of order k
In this section we present the main result of this work. It is the way of orthogonalizing B-
Splines of an arbitrary order. This orthogonalization preserves locality and has the smallest size
of the total support. The fundamental idea is to formulate a number of units, each unit is built
by aggregating k neighbouring B-splines in one unit . Each unit can be seen as one B spline in
the case of order one, i.e. one can look at one unit of splines of order two or three as a double or
triple vision of splines of order one, respectively. The splines in each unit have a joint support
and are not orthogonal to each other. The first step is to find a symmetric orthogonalization of
splines inside each units using symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization as in section
??, as can be shown in the bottom row of figure 10. All the splines inside units that have
mutually disjoint supports are already orthogonal splines. We call them zero level elements.
Between each two units of zero level splines there are units that have support is contained in the
union of the support of these two units. One need only to orthogonalize them with the respect
to these zero level elements inside the two units. The resulting elements will be orthogonal to
all zero level elements. All the splines inside units that have been orthogonalized with respect
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Figure 8: The splinet for a non-dyadic case with n = 27. Left: The part of the splinet made of three
dyadic sub-splinets: the largest with seven internal knots in the supports, the middle with three internal
knots in the supports and the smallest with only one internal point in support. Right: The irregular and
central splines in this case. See also Figure 12 in the Appendix for illustration of the original B-splines
in this case.
to zero level and have mutually disjoint supports call them first level splines. We repeat this
procedure that preserving the hierarchical structure until all the B splines are orthogonalized,
Figure 10 illustrate the construction of a splinet of the cubic order for the dyadic case.
Next we will explain this orthogonalization in detailes in the easiest case when when the
number of units equal to 2N−1, which we call the full dyadic case. The full dyadic case requires
the number of in between knots to be n = k2N − 1, and we consider the B-splines with the
zero boundary conditions as described in Subsection 2.1. This requires N ≥ k to have at least
one B-splines of order k with the zero boundary. Later, we conclude the orthogonalizatoin for
the not fully dyadic cases.
4.2.1 The dyadic case: n = k2N − 1.
As argued before, the dimension of the linear space spanned by the B-splines is k(2N − 1).
By having the dyadic structure of the in-between knots intervals, we bind every k adjacent B-
Splines into a group. By this construction, it yields 2N − 1 units. Figure 9 is an example of
dyadic structure for splines of order three.
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The ‘smallest support range’ is at the level N − 1 and consists of 2N−1 neighbouring
units that are not intersecting. These smallest support intervals are denoted by Ir,N−1, r =
1, . . . , 2N−1. We note that the Lebesgue measure of the total support made of all the intervals at
this support interval is just equal to the length of the entire domain, i.e. to ξk2N − ξ0. Assuming
that we have the knots ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξk2N−1 < ξk2N , we consider Ir,N−1 = (ξ2k(r−1), ξ2kr],
with the central knot ξ2kr−k in each Ir,N−1.
For larger support intervals we proceed recursively. Denote the support interval l ≤ N − 1
by Ir,l = (ξLr,l, ξ
R
r,l], r = 1, . . . , 2
l, where ξLr,l is left knot of the r
th support interval at level l and
ξRr,l is right knot of this interval, with the central point ξ
C
r,l. Thus
ξLr,N−1 = ξ2k(r−1), ξ
C
r,N−1 = ξ2kr−k, ξ
R
r,N−1 = ξ2kr,
One defines the support interval of the order l−1 by grouping the two neighboring intervals
Ir,l, i.e. Ir,l−1 = (ξL2r−1,l, ξ
R
2r,l], r = 1, . . . , 2
l−1, in the same manner as in the first step, with
the central point ξCr,l−1 = ξ
R
2r−1,l = ξ
L
2r,l being the common knot of the two combined intervals
of the lower support interval that make Ir,l−1. The right, the left and the centre knots of the rth
support interval interval at level l can be defined in terms of the original knots ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · <
ξ2N−1 < ξ2N by the following:
ξLr,l = ξ2k(r−1)2N−l−1 ; ξ
R
r,l = ξ(2kr)2N−l−1 ; ξ
C
r,l = ξ(2kr−k)2N−l−1 .
Again, we point that the total size of the interval at any given support range level is equal
to ξk2N − ξ0. We proceed like this until the single interval I1,0 = (ξ0, ξk2N ] of the zero support
interval with ξC1,0 = ξk2N−1 and, clearly, the size of the support at the level is equal to ξ2N − ξ0.
For the Splines of order k , we relate k B-splines, Bs,l, where s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr, with
the corresponding support interval interval Ir,l. These k B-splines are the unique B-splines that
have the central point ξCr,l of Ir,l as an interior point. It follows from this construction, there are
k2l−1 B-splines at the level l.
The orthonormalization of the so-rearranged B-splines can be defined recursively with re-
spect to the support interval. First, we take the lowest N − 1 support interval B-splines. The
splines that have mutually a disjoint supports Ir,N−1, r = 1, . . . , 2N−2 are orthogonal to each
others. It remains the k splines Bs,N−1, where s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr, that are related to one
support range interval Ir,N−1. The splinets, OBs,N−1, where s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr, can be
obtained by using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1.
Having defined OBm,j , m = 1, . . . , k2j , for j such that l ≤ j ≤ N − 1, we define OBs,l−1
splines, where s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr, having the support equal to Ir,l−1, for r = 1, . . . , 2l−1,
in two steps: first, by orthogonalizing Bs,l−1 with respect to all previously defined splinets that
have support contained within Ir,l−1, secondly, by orthogonalizing the k resulted splines, that
are related to one support range interval, with respect to each others by using the symmetrized
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Figure 9: The dyadic structure of the support sets and corresponding nonorthogonal cubic B-splines for
the case of N = 3, i.e. n = 23. On the horizontal axis, we denoted by different types of lines the support
sets structure for three ranges support.
Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1.
Due to the dyadic structure of the supports and the locality of the support of the splines
Bs,l−1, there will be only 2k OB-splines at each support range level j ≥ l. In other words,
we evaluate the coefficients 〈Bs,l−1, OBi,j〉, j = l, . . . , N − 1 and i = k2j−l(2r − 1) − k +
1, . . . , k2j−l(2r − 1) + k and then compute
O˜Bs,l−1 = Bs,l−1 −
N−1∑
j=l
k2j−l(2r−1)+k∑
i=k2j−l(2r−1)−k+1
〈Bs,l−1, OBi,j〉
‖OBi,j‖2 OBi,j,
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Figure 10: The construction of a splinet of the 3rd order for the dyadic case N = 3. The hierarchical
with respect to support range orthogonalization was performed on the corresponding B-splines shown
in Figure 9.
We note that the coefficients 〈Bs,l−1, OBi,j〉 require only evaluations of the integrals over
the support of Bs,l−1. Lastly, using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corol-
lary 1 on O˜Bs,l−1, for s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr, that having the support equal to Ir,l−1, for
r = 1, . . . , 2l−1, to obtain OBs,l−1. This finishes the procedure to obtain splinet in the dyadic
case.
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Algorithm 6: The splinet of order k for the dyadic case.
Input: k2N + 1 knots for generating the dyadic splinet of order k
Output: The dyadic splinet OBi,l l = 0, . . . , N − 1 is a support interval level and i = 1, . . . , 2l
of order k
STEP 1. Generate B-splines of order k for the given knots;
STEP 2. Rearranges the sequence of B-splines to a dyadic net Bi,l, where l = 0, . . . , N − 1 is a
support interval level and i = 1, . . . , 2l;
STEP 3. For every support interval interval Ir,N−1, the splinets, OBs,N−1 is obtained by using
the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1, where s = kr − k + 1, ..., kr
and r = 1, ..., 2N−1.;
for l = 0, . . . , N − 1 do
for i = 0, . . . , k2l do
for r = 1, . . . , 2l do
for s = kr − k + 1, . . . , kr do
orthogonalize Bs,l with respect to all OBi,j , j > l (there are only 2k of them at
each support interval level r that have support overlapping with the given
Bs,l).;
end
end
Set OBi,l to the outcome of the symmetric orthogonalization orthogonalization of the
orthogonalized spline that related to one support interval interval.;
end
end
4.2.2 Not fully dyadic case: k2N ≤ n < k2N+1 − 1
Thenot fully dyadic support structureIf occurs when the number of knots, which in our notation
is n + 2, is not equal to k2N + 1, for N ∈ N. We extensed of our orthogonalization procedure
to account for this case, which occurs when k2N ≤ n < k2N+1 − 1, for some integer N ≥ 1.
Let n = k2N + M , where M can take the values {0, . . . , k2N − 2}, since for M = k2N − 1,
we have again a dyadic case with n = k2N+1 − 1. The main idea of the process is that
the orthogonalization procedure can be broken down into the following steps that are defined in
more detail in the sequel. The algorithm can be formulated in the recurrent fashion as presented
in Algorithm 7, while more explicit presentation follows.
TASK 1- EXTRACTING LEFT, AND RIGHT DYADIC SUBSTRUCTURES. Extract from the
original knots ξ a pair of sequences of adjacent D + 1 dyadic knot groups ξLd , ξ
R
d ,
d = 0, . . . , D, symmetrically with respect to the center and decreasing in their sizes,
when approaching the center. The extraction is performed until the central group of
knots ξC has internal knots between 0 and 4k − 2.
TASK 2 - DYADIC ORTHOGONALIZATION. Perform the dyadic construction of Subsec-
tion 4.2.1 to obtain dyadic splinets OSLd and OS
R
d that have respective supports included
in ξLd and ξ
R
d , respectively, d = 0, . . . , D.
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TASK 3 - ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE IRREGULAR SPLINES. Let BLd,1, . . . , B
L
d,k be k
splines the domain of which overlaps with theirs support over the two subsequent dyadic
structures on the left ξLd and ξ
L
d+1 and B
R
d,1, . . . , B
R
d,k be the analogous k splines on the
right the domain of which overlaps ξRd and ξ
R
d+1, d = 0, . . . , D − 1. These B-splines are
referred to as the irregular splines. Orthogonalization of irregular splines is performed
with respect to three components: the splinets, other irregular splines and with respect to
each others:
a) BLd,1, . . . , B
L
d,k are orthogonalized with respect to the two splinets stretched over ξ
L
d
and ξLd+1, while B
R
d,1, . . . , B
R
d,k with respect to ξ
R
d and ξ
R
d+1. It is important to notice
that it is enough to consider only these splines in the splinets that have overlapping
support with BLd,1, . . . , B
L
d,k and B
R
d,1, . . . , B
R
d,k, which significantly reduces compu-
tations;
b) all previously already orthogonalized irregular splines counting from the LHS or the
RHS, i.e. OBLu,i or OB
R
u,i, i = 1, . . . , k, respectively, u < d (here the respective
orthogonalized outcomes are denoted by OBLd,i and OB
R
d,i, i = 1, . . . , k). In fact
due to the disjointness of supports, it is enough to orthogonalize with respect to the
‘last’ orthogonalized irregular spline, i.e. for d > 1 with respect to OBLd−1,i and
OBRd−1,i, i = 1, . . . , k, respectively.
c) OBLd,i (OB
R
d,i), i = 1, . . . , k and d = 1, . . . , D − 1 are symmetrically orthogonalized
with respect to each others using Corollary 1.
The obtained splines OBLd,i and OB
R
d,i, i = 1, . . . , k and d = 1, . . . , D− 1 are referred to
as irregular LHS and RHS O-splines, respectively.
TASK 4 - ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE IRREGULAR CENTRAL SPLINES. After orthogo-
nalizing allB splines discussed above there are at most 3k−1B-splines left. The furthest
k splines to the left is orthogonalized with respect to the splinet over ξLD and the irregular
O-spline OBLD−1,i, i = 1, . . . , k and the furthest k splines to the right is orthogonalized
with respect to the splinet over ξRD and OB
R
D−1,i, i = 1, . . . , k . The results are OB
L
D,i
and OBRD,i.
a) If OBLD,i are the same splines as OB
R
D,i, add it to the splinet.
b) If OBLD,i and OB
R
D,i share some common splines, they need further symmetrically
orthogonalized using Corollary 1 of the Appendix and added to the splinet.
c) If the number of the remaining B-splines ranges between 1 and k − 1, OBLD,i and
OBRD,i are further symmetrically orthogonalized using Corollary 1 of the Appendix,
and the central B-splines are orthogonalized with respect to to OBLD,i and OB
R
D,i
and the obtained splines will be symmetrically orthogonalized using Corollary 1
and added to the splinet.
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d) If the number of the remaining B-splines ranges between k and 3k − 1, then OBLD,i
and OBRD,i are added to the splinet and the central B-splines are orthogonalized
with respect to to OBLD,i and OB
R
D,i and the obtained splines will be symmetrically
orthogonalized using Corollary 1.
5 Efficiency of the splinets
The two main features of the splinets is their locality that makes them efficient in decomposi-
tion of an arbitrary function and the efficiency in their computational evaluations. In fact, the
first feature amplifies the second one since the small support of a spline reduce computational
burden of the inner product evaluations involving such a spline. The main reason for the com-
putational efficiencies of the splinets are obtained by nearly orthogonality of the B-splines. If
B-splines in a pair are not mutually orthogonal it is only due to small overlap of their supports.
By the nature of dyadic net it allows for cleverly containment of the growth of the support in
the process of orthogonalization.
5.1 Locality
5.1.1 Splinets of order one
It is easy to see that the size of the total support of the constructed first order splinets is always
equal to N − 1 multiplied by the range of the knots and does not depend on the location of
the knots. Indeed, on each support range level the total support of constructed splinets covers
the whole range of knots and the conclusion follows from the fact that there are N − 1 support
ranges. The ratio of the total support over the range of knots is referred to as the relative
support.
On the other hand for the one and two-sided orthogonalizations, the total relative support
depends on the location of the knots and in the equally spaced case is equal, for the one-sided
case to
1
2
2N
(
1 + 1/2N
(
1− 1/2N−1)) .
This follows from the fact that in the one-sided orthogonalization the relative support of sub-
sequent elements in the basis are 2/(n + 1), 3/(n + 1), . . . , n/(n + 1), 1, where n = 2N − 1.
Similarly, for the two-sided orthogonalization of the splines and the equal spaced knots the
relative support is
1
4
2N
(
1− 1/2N−1 (1 + 1/2N−1)) .
This follows from the fact that one applies one-sided orthoghonalization from the both sides
until the midpoint of the interval which yields two sets of the splines with the individual relative
support sequence 2/(n+ 1), 3/(n+ 1), . . . , (n− 1)/2/(n+ 1) plus 1 due to the final spline in
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the center having the relative support equal to one.
Thus while the two-sided orthogonalization is 50% more efficient than the one-sided one,
both are on the order of n = 2N − 1 while the splinets are on the order of log(n + 1) − 1 =
N − 1. We conclude the splinets are much more efficient in the terms of the support size and
only slightly worse than the non-orthogonalized B-splines which have the total relative support
2/(1 + n−1) = 2(1− 2−N).
5.1.2 Splinets of order two
The total support of the so constructed splinets is always equal to 2(N − 2) multiplied by the
range of the knots and does not depend on the location of the knots. Indeed, on each support
range level the total support of constructed splinets covers the whole range of knots twice and
the conclusion follows from the fact that there are N − 2 support ranges. The ratio of the total
support over the range of knots is referred to as the relative support.
On the other hand for the one and two-sided orthogonalizations, the total relative support
depends on the location of the knots and in the equally spaced case is equal, for the one-sided
case to
2N
(
1/2 + 1/2N+1 − 3/22N) .
This follows from the fact that in the one-sided orthogonalization the relative support of sub-
sequent elements in the basis are 3/(n + 1), 4/(n + 1), . . . , n/(n + 1), 1, where n = 2N − 1.
Similarly, for the two-sided orthogonalization of the splines and the equal spaced knots the
relative support is
2N−1
(
1/2 + 5/2N+2 − 6/22N+1) .
This follows from the fact that one applies one-sided orthoghonalization from the both sides
until the midpoint of the interval which yields two sets of the splines with the individual relative
support sequence 3/(n + 1), 4/(n + 1), . . . , (n − 1)/2(n + 1), n/2(n + 1), 1/2 and with the
final two splines in the center having the relative support equal to one. fv
Thus while the two-sided orthogonalization is more efficient than the one-sided one, both
are on the order of n = 2N − 1 while the splinets are on the order of 2(log(n + 1) − 2) =
2(N−2). We conclude the splinets are much more efficient in the terms of the support size and
only slightly worse than the non-orthogonalized B-splines which have the total relative support
3(n− 1)/(1 + n) = 3(1− 2−(N−1)) .
5.2 Computational efficiency
One can measure computational efficiency by counting how many the inner products one has to
evaluate in the process of orthogonalization. For the classical Gramm-Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion of n vectors one has to evaluate 1+2+· · ·+n−1 = n(n−1)/2 inner products. However in
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the case of the B-splines of the first order, if one goes for one-sided orthogonalization which is
based on the Gramm-Schmidt method, this number is reduced because each next spline has to
be orthogonalized only with respect to the previous one as all other are already orthogonalized
due to having disjoint support with the one currently orthogonalized. Thus the total number
of the inner products that need to be evaluated is n − 1. For the two-sided orthogonalization,
the computational burden is essentially the same. For a dyadic splinet with n = 2N − 1, the
smallest N − 1 support range B-splines are already orthogonalized. For the N − 2 support
range, orthogonalization requires two inner products for each B-spline out of 2N−2 B-splines
for the total 2N−1 inner products. In general, for the N − j support range the number of inner
product evaluation per spline is 2j with 2N−j B splines in the net at this support range level.
Thus the total number of inner product evaluations is
N∑
j=2
2N−j+1j = 2N+1
N∑
j=2
j
2j
,
which due to the convergence of the series
∑∞
j=2 j2
−j = 3/2 is on the order of n = 2N , i.e.
the same as in the Gram-Schmidt procedure applied to B-splines although it is slightly (50%)
more expensive.
Additional gain in the efficiency is obtained due to the small supports for the O-splines
in a splinet. If two splines are having in common only small portion of their supports, then
the inner product between them needs to be evaluated only over this common support. Thus
for splines with small support evaluations become computationally less demanding. Because
of this feature, we have implemented in our package a spline object that contains information
about the range of a spline support and we have utilized this information in the computational
procedures.
6 Numerical implementation
The splines are functional objects that, for a given set of knots and a given order, form a finite
dimensional functional space. They can be represented in a variety ways. In Qin (2000) a
general matrix representation was proposed that allows for efficient numerical processing of
the operations on the splines. This was utilized in Zhou et al. (2008) and Redd (2012) to
represent and orthogonalize B-splines that was implemented in the R-package Orthogonal B-
Spline Basis Functions. In our approach we propose to represent a spline in a different way.
Namely, we focus on the values of the derivatives at knots and the support of a spline. The
goal is to achieve better numerical stability as well as to utilize the discussed efficiency of
base splines having support only on small portion of the considered domain. Our approach
constitutes the basis for spline treatment in the package splinets that accompanies this
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work. In the discussion below we present mathematical foundations of this approach from the
perspective of the numerical implementation.
6.1 Fundamental isomorphic relation
In our numerical representation of splines, we use the fundamental fact that for a given order,
say k, and a vector of knot points ξ = (ξ0, . . . , ξn+1), the splines are uniquely defined by the
values of the first 0, . . . , k derivatives at the knots. Here, by a natural convention that we often
use, the 0 derivative is the function itself. The values of derivatives at the knots allow for the
Taylor expansions at the knots but they cannot be taken arbitrarily due to the smoothness at the
knots. Since our computational implementation of the spline algebra fundamentally depends
on the relation between the matrix of derivatives values and the splines the restrictions for the
derivative matrix needs to be addressed.
For any spline function S of order k over the ξ we define an object
S0(S) = {k, ξ, s0, s1, . . . , sk} ,
where sj = (s0j, . . . , sn+1j) is an n + 2-dimensional vector (column) of values of the jth-
derivative of S at the knots given in (ξ0, . . . , ξn+1), j = 0, . . . , k. These columns are kept in a
(n+ 2)× (k + 1) matrix S.
S
def
= [s0s1 . . . sk] (9)
Since the derivative of the kth order is not continuous at the knots and constant between knots,
one needs some convention how to keep its values in S. There are different ways of doing
this and here we consider two alternatives, one sided and symmetric. In the one sided one
consider the RHS (LHS) limits for the k-th derivative at the knots. In the symmetric approach
one consider the RHS limits for the LHS half of the knots and the LHS for the RHS half of
the knots. The second approach leads to more natural treatment of the splines with the zero
boundary condition and whenever this version of the matrix of values and derivatives is used
the superscript s is us used in the notation. More specifically, Ss has the same first k columns
as S. However the last column of Ss is obtained from the last column of S by shifting the
zero from the last position to the middle position in the odd n case, while in the even n case
duplicating the value at the position with index i = k n/2 in the next position and shifting all
the remaining values for i > n/2 by one and thus eliminating the zero at the last position.
6.1.1 One sided approach
The one sided approach will be illustrated by the LHS-to-RHS case and the other version can
be treated in an analogous way. The value of the kth derivative at a knot is consider as the right
hand side limit except for the last knot ξn+1 where it is assumed to be equal to zero, as there are
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no values on the right hand side of ξn+1. In general, S lies in the (n + 2)(k + 1) dimensional
linear space of (n+ 2)× (k+ 1) matrices. Howevcer, the matrices corresponding to legitimate
splines occupy only a proper subspace that correspond to the (n+ 1)(k+ 1)− kn = k+ n+ 1
dimensional space of splines, see also Subsection 2.1. This restricted subspace can be expressed
by relations that entries of S need to satisfy. For obtaining them explicitly, we note that the
spline in interval (ξi, ξi+1], i = 0, . . . , n, is given through its Taylor expansion
S(t) =
k∑
l=0
(t− ξi)l
l!
sil.
Similarly, its rth, r = 1, . . . , k derivative is given through
S(r)(t) =
k−r∑
l=0
(t− ξi)l
l!
sir+l.
The relations that restrict admissible matrices come from the smoothness conditions that require
that all the derivatives up to the order k−1 have to be equal at the internal knots. Consequently,
we have additional k(n+ 1) relations
S(r)(ξi+1) = si+1,r, i = 0, . . . , n, r = 0, . . . , k − 1,
which translate to expressions for the entries of S:
si+1k−1 = sik−1 + (ξi+1 − ξi)sik,
si+1k−2 = sik−2 + (ξi+1 − ξi)sik−1 + (ξi+1 − ξi)
2
2
sik,
...
si+1 0 = si0 + (ξi+1 − ξi)si1 + · · ·+ (ξi+1 − ξi)
k
k!
sik,
i = 0, . . . , n. (10)
Thus from the matrix space dimension nk + 2k + n + 2 by the virtue of the (n + 1)k linear
equation of (10) we reduce the dimension to n+k+2. The final restriction comes from the fact
that we always assume sn+1k = 0 so the dimension of admissible S is n+ k + 1, as expected.
The importance of the derived relations for numerical implementation of the spline objects
is two-fold. Firstly, they can be used to define splines through specifying their derivatives
values. Secondly, in intense computational applications where computations are performed
on the entries of the matrix S, often due to numerical inaccuracies the matrix entries cease to
satisfy (10), in which the case some corrections of computational results need to be addressed
and the discussed equations can be utilized for the purpose.
In principle, if one wants to obtain a spline by setting the derivatives at knots, among nk +
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2k + n + 2 possible values of derivatives at the knots one can only choose freely n + k + 1.
For example, if one sets the values of all k+ 1 derivatives at one of the knots, say, the first one,
then the values of the k derivatives at the next knot to it are also set and only the right hand side
kth derivative can be arbitrarily chosen at this knot. The same applies to every other knot and
thus one needs to set values of the first (or any other) row and the last column which leads to
n+k+ 1 values (the last entry in the last column is always zero) to be set and all the remaining
values can be obtained by solving for the remaining entries using (10).
In the practical context of approximating a function, it can be natural to set the values of a
spline at all knots (the values of the 0-order derivative), then there remain only k − 1 possible
values to choose among the rest of derivatives at the knots. Thus the n + 2 values of the first
column in S are given. Since the order k of a spline is usually a small number comparing to
the number of knots, one could choose these k− 1 values simply by setting some values of the
first derivatives at selected knots (in the column s1). All the remaining entries of matrix S can
be then obtained by solving the above equations for the yet unknown entries.
To utilize matrix computations, it is convenient to represent the equations (10) in a matrix
algebra format
ΠSP =
n∑
i=0
EiSRAξi+1−ξi (11)
where Π is a (n+ 1)× (n+ 2)-matrix, while P and R are (k + 1)× k matrices given by
Π =

−1 1 0 . . . 0
0 −1 1 . . . ...
...
... . . . . . . 0
0 0 . . . −1 1
 , P =

1 0 . . . 0
0 1
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 1
0 . . . 0 0

, R =

0 0 . . . 0
1 0
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 1 0
0 . . . 0 1

. (12)
Moreover, Ei’s, i = 0, . . . , n, are (n+ 1)× (n+ 2) matrices and, for a number α, Aα is a k×k
is lower triangular Toeplitz matrix, that are given through
Ei =

0
...
eT1 ← i+ 1
...
0

, Aα =

α 0 0 · · · 0
α2
2
α 0 · · · 0
α3
3!
α2
2
α
. . . 0
...
... . . . . . .
...
αk
k!
αk−1
(k−1)! · · · α
2
2
α

, (13)
where e1 is canonical vector (1, 0, . . . , 0) treated as a (n+ 2)× 1 column.
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6.1.2 Two sided approach
To preserve the symmetry with respect to the RHS and LHS endpoints, one can alternatively
assume that the value is the RHS kth derivative at the knots ξi, i ≤ n/2 and the LHS derivative
at the knots ξi, i ≥ n/2+1. If n is odd, n = 2l+1 for some integer l, the undefined yet value of
sl+1k is assumed to be zero and the LHS and RHS values of the k-derivatives at ξl+1k coincide
with slk and sl+2k, respectively. If n is even, n = 2l, then slk = sl+1k. If both the knots given in
ξ and the order k are fixed, one can identify a spline S with S and thus we write S0(S) = Ss.
In what follows we write the entries of Ss as sij as in S but we assume that the last column
is symmetrically modified as previously described. Next we discuss some additional relations
that the entries of Ss have to satisfy for this matrix to correspond to a spline.
Again, although Ss lies in the (n + 2)(k + 1) dimensional linear space of matrices, the
matrices corresponding to legitimate splines occupy only a proper subspace that correspond to
the (n + 2)(k + 1) − kn − k − 1 = k + n + 1 dimensional space of splines. This restricted
subspace can be expressed by linear relations that the entries of S need to satisfy. For obtaining
them explicitly, we note that the spline in interval (ξi, ξi+1], i = 0, . . . , n, is given through its
Taylor expansions
S(t) =
k−1∑
j=0
sij
(t− ξi)j
j!
+ si+δi k
(t− ξi)k
k!
=
k−1∑
j=0
si+1l
(t− ξi+1)j
j!
+ si+δi k
(t− ξi+1)k
k!
,
where δi = I(n/2,n+1](i) (here IA is the indicator function of a set A). Similarly, its rth deriva-
tive, r = 1, . . . , k, is given through
S(r)(t) =
k−r−1∑
j=0
si r+l
(t− ξi)j
j!
+ si+δi k
(t− ξi)k−r
(k − r)!
=
k−r−1∑
j=0
si+1r+l
(t− ξi+1)j
j!
+ si+δi k
(t− ξi+1)k−r
(k − r)! .
In the spirit of the symmetry of the two sided approach we divide the knots into the left and
introduce the following notation for the right half ones(
ξR0 , . . . , ξ
R
m+1
)
= (ξn+1, . . . , ξn−m) , (14)
wherem = [n/2]. We observe that for n even we have ξm = ξRm+1 and ξm+1 = ξ
R
m, or otherwise
ξm+1 = ξ
R
m+1. Let us also define the RHS portion of the matrix S
s as
sRij = sn+1−i j, i = 0, . . . ,m+ 1, j = 0, . . . , k.
The restrictive relations following from the above Taylor expansions can be split into the LHS
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and the RHS knots, for i = 0, . . . ,m, r = 0, . . . , k − 1 as follows
si+1r =
k−r∑
j=0
(ξi+1 − ξi)j
j!
si j+r, s
R
i+1r =
k−r∑
j=0
(ξRi+1 − ξRi )j
j!
sRi j+r.
We observe that for even n the relations for the knots ξm+1 and ξRm+1 are equivalent twice due
to the overlap ξm = ξRm+1 and ξm+1 = ξ
R
m. Consequently, the number of the above equations
for even number n = 2m is equal to 2(m + 1)k − k = nk + k yielding the dimension of the
matrices satisfying them equal to (n + 2)(k + 1) − 1 − nk − k = n + k + 1 as required (in
this case we assumed that smk = sm+1k). Similarly for the odd number n = 2(m− 1), the total
count of equations is again 2(m + 1)k = nk + k also yielding the correct dimension of the
matrices.
In the previous matrix notation this can be equivalently written as
ΠSLP =
m∑
i=0
EiS
LRAξi+1−ξi , ΠS
RP =
m∑
i=0
EiS
RRAξRi+1−ξRi , (15)
where SL is made of the first m+ 1 rows of Ss, SR = [sRij]
m+1,k
i=0,j=0, except the bottom-right term
for each of the matrices is set to zero, P, R are (k+ 1)× k matrices defined earlier in (12), Aα
is the k × k matrix defined in (13), while Π and Ei are (m+ 1)× (m+ 2) matrices defined as
before only with n replaced by m.
6.1.3 Splines with the boundary conditions
Symmetric treatment of the kth derivative is particularly useful when one approach to the
splines by setting boundary conditions. If one notices that at the end points ξ0 and ξn+1 there
are in total 2k values if we exclude the k derivatives at these points, then by setting these values
one can only choose n+ 1−k values from the remaining values in the matrix Ss. For example,
one can arbitrarily choose n + 1− k out of n values of the kth derivative at the internal points
and the rest of the matrix S is uniquely determined. Alternatively, one can choose n+1−k out
of n values of the function at the internal points. It is natural to express these additional k − 1
restrictions by splitting the knots to m − k + 1 LHS and RHS knots and the central knots (2k
of them for the even n case and 2k + 1 for odd n), the matrix Ss into corresponding three parts
SL, SR and SC .
More precisely, let m = [n/2]− k and define the RHS knots as in (14). The RHS and LHS
matrices SR and SL are defined as before for this new value of m (the lower right corner values
are set to zero). Assuming that at each of the two initial knots we set the derivatives up to the
k−1st order, there are m+1 additional values than can be chosen, for each of the two matrices
(for example values of the function at the internal knots and the last knot or, alternatively, the
values of the kth derivatives at the internal knots and the first knot). The central knots are
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defined as the set of two sets of knots defined around the central knots as follows(
ξCL0 , . . . , ξ
CL
k
)
= (ξm+1, . . . , ξm+k+1) ,
(
ξCR0 , . . . , ξ
CR
k
)
= (ξn−m, . . . , ξn−m−k) .
We note that for even n the last two central-left knots coincide with the last two central-right.
The central knots have the corresponding central matrices of the derivatives defined by the
entries sCLij , s
CR
ij , i = 0, . . . , k, j = 0, . . . , k. The complete set of the restrictions that define
admissible spline matrices is comprised of (15) for the newly defined SR and SL and an analog
for the central matrices
Π˜SCLP =
k−1∑
i=0
E˜iS
CLRAξCLi+1−ξCLi , Π˜S
CRP =
k−1∑
i=0
E˜iS
CRRAξCRi+1−ξCRi , (16)
where Π˜ and E˜i’s are k×(k+1) matrices defined as before in (12) and (13) but with n replaced
by k − 1.
As mentioned earlier our preference is to consider the space of the kth order splines for
which the derivatives of the order smaller than k are set to zero at the two endpoints. Therefore,
each of the two matrices SL and SR are set by specifying m + 1 of their entries. Then the kth
derivatives up to the k − 1st order at each ξCL0 and ξCR0 that appear also in SL and SR are set
as well. Only the kth derivative at each these two points is not set by the choice of SL and SR.
Thus for each of these two matrices we have (k + 1)2 − k − 1 = k2 + k entries (extra unit is
extracted since the lower-right corner is set to zero) further restricted by (16). We observe there
are k2 equations in each of the two matrix equations in (16). This restriction leaves 2k free
parameters that are further restricted by k conditions because of the duplication of relations at
the central knot(s). We conclude that one can choose k parameters for the central matrix SC , for
example one can set the derivatives of the order smaller than k at (one of) the central knot(s).
Example 1. In this example we use one-sided notation for the spline matrices of values and
derivatives although we deal here with splines with zero boundary conditions. Thus the last
row of the corresponding matrix is always equal to zero. Let consider the zeroth and first order
B-splines with the boundary conditions Bξ0,l, B
ξ
1,r, where l = 0, . . . , n, r = 0, . . . , n− 1. Then
the corresponding (n+ 2)× 1 and (n+ 2)× 2 matrices are
S(0,l) =

0
...
0
1 ← l + 1
0
...
0

, l ≤ n, S(1,r) =

0 0
...
...
0 1
ξr+1−ξr
1 −1
ξr+2−ξr+1 ← r + 2, r < n.
0 0
...
...
0 0

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Using the recurrent relation (6) between the derivatives of B-splines, one can generalize
the recurrence between matrix representation of the B-splines seen in the above example to the
arbitrary order of splines. Using one sided representation of the splines, we have
S
(k,l)
·j =
1
ξl+k − ξl
(
j · S(k−1,l)·j−1 + ΛlS(k−1,l)·j
)
+
+
1
ξl+1 − ξl+k+1
(
j · S(k−1,l+1)·j−1 + Λl+k+1S(k−1,l+1)·j
)
, (17)
where l = 0, . . . , n − k, j = 0, . . . , k and the diagonal (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices Λl’s have
(ξ0 − ξl, . . . , ξn − ξl) on the diagonal. Here we assume that if j = k, then S(k−1,l)·j is a column
made of zeros as the kth derivatives of the (k − 1)th order spline is always zero.
We know that the operation between the splines and the corresponding matrix preserves
the linear transformation, i.e. linear combinations of splines correspond to linear combinations
of corresponding matrices. These and other basic properties are summarized in the result, the
proof of which is obvious.
Proposition 4. Let S and S˜ be splines given by the spline objects
S(S) = {k, ξ, s0, s1, . . . , sk} , S(S˜) =
{
k˜, ξ, s˜0, s˜1, . . . , s˜k˜
}
,
k˜ ≤ k. Then the spline properties are expressed in the terms of the spline objects as follows
i) Linearity:
S(αS + α˜S˜) = {k, ξ, αs0 + α˜s˜0, αs1 + α˜s˜1, . . . , αsk˜ + α˜s˜k˜, αsk˜+1, . . . , αsk}
ii) Differentiation:
S(S ′) = {k − 1, ξ, s1, . . . , sk} ,
iii) Multiplication:
S(S · S˜) =
{
k + k˜, ξ, sp0, . . . , s
p
k+k˜
}
,
where for u = 0, . . . , k + k˜, we have
spu =
(
u∑
j=0
(
u
j
)
sj · s˜u−j
)
Remark 3. The formula for the product of two splines involves evaluation of many convo-
lutions. In practical, implementation it is faster to utilize smaller dimension of the matrix
representation of a spline and utilize it in computations. Namely, for a product of two splines
the values at the knots are directly obtained from taking coordinate-wise product of the first
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columns in the matrices S1 and S2. Then one can evaluate one row (for example the first one).
using the convolution the corresponding rows in S1 and S2 as in the above result. All the
remaining terms can be obtained by solving simple linear relations given in (10).
Finally, we consider how the topology induced by the inner product in the space of splines
can be expressed in the terms of the coefficients of the matrices.
Proposition 5. Let S˜ be the n+ k + 1 dimensional space of (n+ 2)× (k + 1) matrices S as
in (9) satisfying (10) (or, equivalently, (11)). For S, S˜ ∈ S˜ in this space let us define the inner
product
〈S, S˜〉 =
(
1 1
2
. . . 1
2k+1
) n∑
i=0
(Fi· · Si·) ∗ (Fi· · S˜i·),
where F is a matrix with entries fij = (ξi+1 − ξi)j+1/2/j!, j = 0, . . . , k, i = 0, . . . , n. Here we
use the following notations and conventions: for two r × 1 vectors v and w, their convolution
is a (2r − 1)× 1 vector defined by
v ∗w =
 p∧r∑
m=(p−r+1)∨1
vp−m+1wm
2r−1
p=1
,
while v ·w is coordinate-wise multiplication of vectors. Moreover, for a matrix X, its ith row
is denoted by Xi·.
Then S˜ equipped with this inner product is isomorphic with the space of splines of the
kth order spanned over the knots ξ0, . . . , ξn+1 equipped with the standard inner product of the
square integrable functions.
Proof. For a given set of knots ξ let S and S˜ be the (unique) splines such that S0(S) = S and
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S0(S˜) = S˜. Then
〈S, S˜〉 =
n∑
i=0
∫ ξi+1
ξi
S(t)S˜(t) dt
=
n∑
i=0
∫ ξi+1
ξi
k∑
j=0
sij
(t− ξi)j
j!
k∑
j=0
s˜ij
(t− ξi)j
j!
dt
=
n∑
i=0
k∑
j,r=0
sij s˜ir
j!r!
∫ ξi+1
ξi
(t− ξi)j+r dt
=
n∑
i=0
k∑
j,r=0
sij s˜ir
j!r!
(ξi+1 − ξi)j+r+1
j + r + 1
=
n∑
i=0
2k∑
l=0
(ξi+1 − ξi)l+1
l + 1
l∧k∑
m=(l−k)∨0
sil−ms˜im
(l −m)!m!
=
n∑
i=0
2k∑
l=0
1
l + 1
l∧k∑
m=(l−k)∨0
sil−m(ξi+1 − ξi)l−m+1/2
(l −m)!
s˜im(ξi+1 − ξi)m+1/2
m!
,
which show the isometry property of the mapping S0.
6.2 Reduced support
For our bases of splines, frequently the support is contained only in some in between knots
intervals and outside the support the values of the derivatives are zero. To utilize this in efficient
computations, we modify the notation and representation of a spline
S(S) = {k, ξ, i,m, s0, s1, . . . , sk} ,
where [ξi, ξi+m+1] is the support of S and s0, s1, . . . , sk are m+2 dimensional vectors of values
of the j-derivative of S at the knots given in (ξi, . . . , ξi+m+1), j = 0, . . . , k. Let us introduce
an (m+ 2)× (k+ 1) matrix S = [s0s1 . . . sk]. We consider shorter notation if the usually fixed
ξ and k that is implicitly given in S are both removed from the notation
S(S) = {i,m,S} .
The actual form of the spline S within each interval, i.e. polynomials of the order of the
spline, can be easily obtained by Taylor’s expansions at either of the endpoints. Namely, if
x ∈ [ξi+r, ξi+r+1], r = 0, . . . ,m, then
S(x) =
k∑
l=0
(x− ξi+r)l
l!
srl =
k∑
l=0
(x− ξi+r+1)l
l!
sr+1l.
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We note the following properties of this representation of splines that parallel the ones
obtained in the previous secton.
Proposition 6. Let S and S˜ be splines given by the spline objects
S(S) = {i,m, [s0s1 . . . sk]} , S(S˜) =
{
i˜, m˜, [s˜0s˜1 . . . s˜k]
}
.
Then the spline properties are expressed in the terms of the spline objects as follows
i) Linearity:
S(αS + α˜S˜) = {¯i, m¯, S¯},
where i¯ = i ∧ i˜, m¯ = ((m+ i) ∨ (m˜+ i˜)) − i¯ and a (m¯ + 2) × (k + 1) matrix of the
derivatives at knots is given by
S¯ = S0 + S˜0,
where (m¯ + 2) × (k + 1) matrices S0 and S˜ are extended from S and S˜ by having rows
of zeros at these indexes i ∈ [¯i, i¯ + m¯ + 1] where the derivatives of S or S˜, respectively,
are equal to zero at ξi.
ii) Differentiation:
S(S ′) = {i,m, [s1 . . . sk]} ,
iii) Multiplication:
S(S · S˜) = {¯i, m¯, sp0, . . . , sp2k} ,
where i¯ = i ∨ i˜ and m¯ = ((m+ i) ∧ (m˜+ i˜))− i¯, while for u = 0, . . . , 2k, we have
spu =
(
u∑
j=0
(
u
i
)
s−j · s˜−u−j
)
,
where s−j ’s and s˜
−
j ’s are m¯ + 2 column vectors obtained from sj’s and s˜j’ by removing
these entries for which either the corresponding entry in sj or in s˜j is equal to zero.
iv) Inner product:
For the standard inner product of the square integrable functions, the notation of Propo-
sition 5 and of the previous item, we have
〈S, S˜〉 =
(
1 1
2
. . . 1
2k+1
) m¯∑
i=0
(Fi¯+i· · S−i· ) ∗ (Fi¯+i· · S˜
−
i· ),
with (m¯+ 2)× (k + 1) matrices S− = [s−0 s−1 . . . s−k ] and S˜− = [s˜−0 s˜−1 . . . s˜−k ].
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A Proofs and auxiliary results
In this section, we collect some proofs of the results across the paper and auxiliary results that
are used in the proofs and in some arguments in the main text.
Proof of Proposition 2. The symmetry is obvious and the orthogonality follows from
2〈x˜, y˜〉 = 1− 〈x+ y, x− y〉‖x+ y‖‖x− y‖ +
〈x+ y, x− y〉
‖x+ y‖‖x− y‖ − 1 = 0.
The proof of normalization is straightforward
‖x˜‖2 = 1
2
(
1
‖x+ y‖2 +
1
‖x− y‖2 +
2
‖x+ y‖‖x− y‖
)
‖x‖2
+
1
2
(
1
‖x+ y‖2 +
1
‖x− y‖2 −
2
‖x+ y‖‖x− y‖
)
‖y‖2
+
(
1
‖x+ y‖2 −
1
‖x− y‖2
)
〈x, y〉
=
1 + 〈x, y〉
‖x+ y‖2 +
1− 〈x, y〉
‖x− y‖2 =
1
2
+
1
2
= 1.
An analogous proof holds for ‖y˜‖2 = 1.
Proof of Proposition 3. Consider first (y1, y2k), then it is clear that these two vectors are or-
thogonal to each other as they are obtained by Proposition 2 from (xL1 , x
R
2k) which are a linear
combination of (x1, x2k) and thus this proves that (y1, y2k) span (x1, x2k). Clearly from the
same result, Sy1 = y2k if the same holds for (x1, x2k). We proceed with the proof using the
mathematical induction.
Let us assume that for i < k all the claims about {yj, yn−j+1, j ≤ i} are true. It fol-
lows from the Gram-Schmidt method that (xLi+1, x
R
2k−i) are orthogonal to {xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i},
and thus this also holds for (yi+1, y2k−i). Since by the induction assumption we know that
{xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i} is spanned by {yj, yn−j+1, j ≤ i} we conclude that yi+1 and y2k−i are
orthogonal to {yj, yn−j+1, j ≤ i}. They are also orthogonal to each other and normalized be-
cause of what Proposition 2 guarantees. It follows also that yi+1 and y2k−i are spanning xi+1
and x2k−i and thus also {xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i+ 1} is spanned by {yj, yn−j+1, j ≤ i+ 1}.
Moreover, if Sxj = x2k−j+1, j ≤ 2k, then note first that SxLi+1 = xR2k−i). Indeed, xLi+1
is orthogonalized with respect to {xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i} = {Sxn−j+1, Sxj, j ≤ i} and thus
with respect to {yj, yn−j+1, j ≤ i} = {Syn−j+1, Syj, j ≤ i} by the induction assumption.
Thus SxLi+1 is orthonormalization of xn−i = Sxi+1, with respect to {xj, xn−j+1, j ≤ i}, since
〈Sx, Sy〉 = 〈x, y〉 for each x and y. Since the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization uniquely
defines xR2k−i through these conditions we need to have Sx
L
i+1 = x
R
2k−i. Consequently, by
Proposition 2, it must be Syi+1 = y2k−i and this concludes the proof.
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Proof of Corollary 1. All except Syk+1 = yk+1 follows from Proposition 3. We can assume
without loss of generality that (yi)2k+1i=1,i 6=k+1 is normalized and let P be the projection to this
space of vectors. It is enough to show that for any x such that Sx = x, we have
SPx = PSx = Px.
This follows from
SPx =
k∑
i=1
(〈yi, x〉Syi + 〈y2k−i+2, x〉Sy2k−i+2)
=
k∑
i=1
(〈yi, Sx〉y2k−i+2 + 〈y2k−i+2, Sx〉yi)
=
k∑
i=1
(〈S∗yi, x〉y2k−i+2 + 〈S∗y2k−i+2, x〉yi)
=
k∑
i=1
(y2k−i+2, x〉y2k−i+2 + 〈yi, x〉yi) = Px
Although it is not the case for the spline systems considered in this work, in some situation
one may deal with vectors that are not symmetric in the above sense. The following results can
be used to obtain symmetric version of vectors to be orthogonalized if the original ones are not.
Lemma 1. Let x0 and y0 be arbitrary linearly independent vectors and T is a symmetry
operator. Then one of the following holds
(i) y0 = Ty0 and x0 = Tx0, i.e. the vectors in the pair (x0, y0) are symmetric,
(ii) x = x0 + Ty0 and y = Tx0 + y0 are symmetric to each other and linearly independent,
(iii) x = x0 − Ty0 and y = Tx0 − y0 are symmetric to each other and linearly independent,
Proof. We first note that the symmetries in (ii) and (iii) are always satisfied, since
T (x0 + Ty0) = Tx0 + T
2y0 = Tx0 + y0,
T (x0 − Ty0) = Tx0 − T 2y0 = Tx0 − y0.
Now, assume that both the pairs (x0 + Ty0, Tx0 + y0) and (x0 − Ty0, Tx0 − y0) are made of
linearly dependent vectors.
Let first assume that none of these vectors is equal to zero, then for some non zero a and b
we have x0 +Ty0 = a(Tx0 + y0) and x0−Ty0 = b(Tx0− y0). By applying T to both of these
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equalities, we obtain Tx0 + y0 = a(x0 +Ty0) and Tx0− y0 = b(x0−Ty0), which implies that
a = b = 1 yielding T (x0 − y0) = x0 − y0 and T (x0 + y0) = x0 + y0. Therefore, both x0 and
y0 are symmetric, i.e. Tx0 = x0 and Ty0 = y0 and (i) is satisfied.
Next we notice that one of x0 + Ty0 and x0 − Ty0 must be non-zero or, otherwise x0 = 0,
which contradicts assumptions. Then if x0 + Ty0 = 0 but x0 − Ty0 6= 0, in (iii) we have
x = 2x0 and y = −2y0 which are linearly independent by the assumption. On the other hand,
if x0 + Ty0 6= 0 but x0 − Ty0 = 0, then x and y in (ii) are linearly independent.
Combining the two above lemmas guarantees that, given a symmetry operator S, one can
obtain orthogonalized pair of vector satisfying symmetry property starting from an arbitrary
pair of linearly independent vectors, which is formally stated in the next result.
Corollary 2. Assume a symmetry operator T on a linear space. Let x and y be arbitrary two
linearly independent vectors. There exists a pair (x˜, y˜) of linear combinations of x, y, Tx, and
Ty, such that x˜ and y˜ are orthogonal to each other and {x˜, y˜} = {T x˜, T y˜}.
Proof. If we start with vectors that follow (i) of Lemma 1, then any orthogonalization of the
two vectors leads to (x˜, y˜). In all other cases the result follows easily by first applying Lemma 1
(ii) or (iii) and then Lemma 2.
B Details on algorithms
In this part of the Appendix for readers convenience we present further details of certain
more complex algorithms used in the paper. The approach elaborated here was used in our
implementation in splinet package.
B.1 Splinets for the order one non-dyadic case
In Subsection 4.1.2 we formulated four tasks performed by the algorithm for non-dyadic splinet
of the order one. Here we provide with more details on computational aspects of the algorithm.
TASK 1: We partition the original ξ into the maximal left hand side (LHS) and right hand side
(RHS) dyadic knot structures by defining ξL0 = (ξ0, . . . , ξ2N−1) and ξ
R
0 = (ξn−2N−1+1, . . . , ξn+1).
Under our assumption, the last knot of the first structure ξ2N−1 does not coincide with the first
of the second one ξn+1−2N−1 (if it would then n = 2N − 1 which yields a dyadic case).
Next, we repeat the procedure for ξ˜ = (ξ2N−1 , . . . , ξn−2N−1+1) in place of ξ, n˜ = M , and
search for a number N1 such that 2N1−1 ≤ M < 2N1 − 1, where N1 satisfies the following
inequality 1 ≤ N1 < N . If M = 2N1 − 1, then we have fully dyadic structure, otherwise there
is a new set of M1 < M middle points. Hence n = 2N + 2N1 + M1. In any case we define,
ξL1 = (ξ0, . . . , ξ2N1−1) and ξ
R
1 =
(
ξ˜n˜−2N1−1+1, . . . , ξ˜n˜+1
)
. In other words, the second maximal
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LHS and the RHS dyadic support structures have the two sets of knots
ξL1 = (ξ2N−1 , . . . , ξ2N−1+2N1−1),
ξR1 = (ξn+1−2N−1−2N1−1 , . . . , ξn+1−2N−1).
Iterating the same procedure until one of the following two occurs: a) we eventually get to
the situation that no RHS and LHS dyadic structures can be extracted, with the last pair of the
dyadic structure extracted ξLD, ξ
R
D. This would mean that one of the three cases occurs: there
will be two, three or four knots left in the middle group of knots ξC . Figure 11 shows a simple
case with four knots left, with no further extraction of the dyadic structure possible and D = 0
and N = 4. From that the
n = 2N + 2N1 + 2N2 + · · ·+ 2ND + I,
where I = 2, 1, 0, where I stands for the internal knots in ξC , 1 ≤ ND ≤ · · · ≤ N2 ≤ N1 < N
and the corresponding ξLd , ξ
R
d that are given through
ξLd = (ξ2N−1+···+2Nd−1−1 , . . . , ξ2N−1−···−2Nd−1)
ξdR = (ξn+1−2N−1−···−2Nd−1 , . . . , ξn+1−2N−1−···−2Nd−1−1),
d = 1, . . . , D. Figure 11 shows the case when I = 2.
TASK 2: For the constructed 2(D + 1) fully-dyadic intervals we can apply Algorithm 4. As
a result we get D+ 1 LHS fully dyadic splinets build upon ξL0 , ξ
L
1 , ..., ξ
L
D and D+ 1 RHS fully
dyadic splinets ξR0 , ξ
R
2 , ..., ξ
R
D. In Figure 11, we illustrate a non-dyadic case where we have two
fully dyadic structures, one on each side.
TASK 3: In this step the B-splines that have support stretching over two neighboring LHS
dyadic structures or two neighboring RHS dyadic structures. In our notation there will be
D − 1 such splines on each sides. In this stage we have 2(D − 1) B-splines, say BLd or BRd ,
d = 1, . . . , D− 1 to be orthogonalized resulting in 2(D− 1) extra irregular support ranges. To
illustrate the case, in Figure 12, we present the case of D = 2, N = 4, N1 = 3, N2 = 2, and
I = 1.
We start with two B-splines, the furthest to the left BL1 and furthest to the right B
R
1 and
continue forward to the center from each side. In the original indexing of the B-splines in
which the index points at the LHS origin of the support, see (5) (we drop the index denoting
the order of the spline), we have
BL1 = B
ξ
2N−1−1,
BR1 = B
ξ
n−2N−1 .
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Figure 11: The non-dyadic case with D = 0, I = M = 2 (two points between the left and right dyadic
structures constitute internal points of ξC) and n = 2N + 2, for N = 4. The thick line indicates the gap
between the two dyadic structures ξL0 and ξ
R
0 if there is no gap one deals with a fully dyadic structure.
The irregular at the larger range splines BLC and BRC are marked by dashed line. Since D = 0, this
case does not involve irregular LHS and RHS splines.
We note that they have the knots ξ2N−1 , ξn+1−2N−1 as their central points, respectively, that these
are also the boundary of the domains of the first two neighboring one-sided dyadic splinets.
We will discuss orthogonalization of BL1 and the orthogonalization of B
R
1 is in complete
analogy of this discussion. We note that the splinet to the right of BL1 , build upon ξ
L
1 is smaller
than the one to the left built upon ξL0 . So the orthogonalization of this spline will produce the
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one irregular support combining the domain [ξL0,1, ξ
L
2N−1,1) with the domain of [ξ
L
0,2, ξ
L
2N1−1,2). It
is called irregular because the domain is not doubling the domains if measured by the number
of internal knots involved. Still this support range is larger (as measured by the number of the
knots it contains) than any previously evaluated O-splines.
Due to the dyadic structure of the supports and the locality of the support of the spline
Bξ
2N−1−1, there will be only one OB-splines at each support range level from the LHS splinet
and one OB-splines at each support range level from the RHS splinet. The orthogonalized
spline can be written explicitly as
OBL1 = B
ξ
2N−1−1−
N−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
2N−1−1, OB
ξL0
2j ,j
〉
‖OBξL0
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξL0
2j ,j
−
N1−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
2N−1−1, OB
ξL1
1,j〉
‖OBξL11,j‖2
OB
ξL1
1,j .
As mentioned, the same argument holds for Bξ
n−2N−1 and the irregular RHS spline is given by
OBR1 = B
ξ
n−2N−1−
N−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
n−2N−1 , OB
ξR0
1,j 〉
‖OBξL01,j‖2
OB
ξR0
1,j −
N1−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
n−2N−1 , OB
ξR1
2j ,j
〉
‖OBξR1
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξR1
2j ,j
.
For the dth irregular B-splines, BLd and B
R
d , where 1 ≤ d ≤ D − 1, we have
BLd = B
ξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1−1,
BRd = B
ξ
n−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1
that have the knots ξ2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1 , ξn+1−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1 as their central points,
respectively, that are also the boundaries of the domains of the two neighboring one-sided
dyadic splinets.
Let us focus on BLd as the other can be treated in a symmetric manner. It has a support
that overlaps only with the splinets resulting from the dyadic knot systems ξLd−1 and ξ
L
d and,
possibly, some OBLu , u ≤ d − 1. We note two important facts following from the disjoint
supports observed in the built structure. The first one is in analogy to what we have seen in the
construction of the dyadic structure and requires orthogonalization of BLd only with respect to
one pair of the O-splines at each regular range, one from the LHS splinet and the other from
the RHS splinet. The second one is that irregular support ranges represented byOBLu all except
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for u = s− 1 correspond to supports that are disjoint with the support of BLd . Hence
OBLd = B
ξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1−1 −
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1−1, OB
L
d−1〉
‖OBLd−1‖2
OBLd−1−
Nd−1−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1−1, OB
ξLd−1
2j ,j
〉
‖OBξ
L
d−1
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξLd−1
2j ,j
−
Nd−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2Nd−1−1−1, OB
ξLd
1,j〉
‖OBξLd1,j‖2
OB
ξLd
1,j .
In a similar manner we compute OBRd through
OBRd = B
ξ
n−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1 −
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1 , OB
R
d−1〉
‖OBRd−1‖2
OBRd−1−
Nd−1−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1 , OB
ξRd−1
1,j 〉
‖OBξ
R
d−1
1,j ‖2
OB
ξRd−1
1,j −
Nd−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−2N1−1−···−2Nd−1−1 , OB
ξRd
2j ,j
〉
‖OBξRd
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξRd
2j ,j
.
TASK 4: In this step the central group of knots ξC , can be made of one, two, three or four knots
in this central group and these cases will be marked by I taking values −1, 0, 1, 2, respectively.
The case I = −1, i.e. when 2N−1−· · ·−2ND−1 = n+1−2N−1−· · ·−2ND−1, is special because
it have only one central spline,BC = Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 to be orthogonalized, see Figure 12. This
spline only overlaps with the two dyadic structures over ξLD and ξ
R
D and this orthogonalization
is essentially the final step of the dyadic orthogonalization and is given by
OBC = Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1−
ND−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OBξLD2j ,j〉
‖OBξLD
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξLD
2j ,j
+
〈Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
ξRD
1,j 〉
‖OBξRD1,j ‖2
OB
ξRD
1,j
 .
In all other cases, i.e. I = 0, 1, 2, the two (one on each side of the center) B-splines
BLC and BRC needs to be orthogonalized with respect to the splines that have the support that
overlaps with the interval
[ξ2N−1−···−2ND−1 , ξn+1−2N−1−···−2ND−1).
We only discuss BLC since BRC is treated in a symmetric manner. The spline has the sup-
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Figure 12: A net of unorthogonalized B splines of the first order for n = 27. This case yields D = 2,
N = 4, N1 = 3, N2 = 2, and I = −1. In the bottom, three pairs of dyadic structures are presented.
In the middle graph two pairs of irregular LHS and RHS splines, (BL1 , B
R
1 ) and (B
L
2 , B
R
2 ), are shown.
Finally at the top a single central B spline denoted in the text by BC .
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port that is only overlapping with the LHS dyadic splinet resulting from the dyadic knot systems
ξLD and and, possibly, some OB
L
u , u ≤ D − 1. First, on each support range level the support
only intersects the furthest to the right O-spline in this splinet. Moreover, its support only in-
tersects with OBLD−1 while it is disjoint with all other LHS irregular splines. Consequently its
orthogonalized version can be written as
OBLC = Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−1 −
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−1, OB
L
D−1〉
‖OBLD−1‖2
OBLD−1−
ND−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−1, OB
ξLD
2j ,j
〉
‖OBξLD
2j ,j
‖2
OB
ξLD
2j ,j
.
Similarily,
OBRC = Bξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−1 −
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
R
D−1〉
‖OBRD−1‖2
OBRD−1−
ND−2∑
j=0
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
ξRD
1,j 〉
‖OBξRD1,j ‖2
OB
ξRD
1,j .
If the domains of BLC and BRC did not overlap which happens in the cases I = 1 and
I = 2, the the resulting splines OBLC and OBRC are orthogonal and this step concludes with
the respective supports
[ξ0, ξ2N−1−···−2ND−1+1), [ξn−2N−1−···−2ND−1 , ξn+1)).
On the other hand if I = 0, then the supports of the two splines overlap and the splines
needs to be orthogonalized using symmetric orthogonaliization given in Lemma 2. We assume
that the resulting orthogonalized splines are denoted the same way, i.e. they are OBLC and
OBRC . In this case the support extends over the whole range of knots for both the splines and
the construction of the splinet concludes.
In the case of I = 1 we have one central B-spline, say BC , to be orthogonalized. This
spline has the support overlapping only with the final two splines from the previous step, i.e.
OBLC and OBRC . Its orthogonalization is given by
OBC = Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1−
〈Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
LC〉
‖OBLC‖2 OB
LC+
〈Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
RC〉
‖OBRC‖2 OB
RC
Clearly, this last O-spline has the full support and thus are at the maximal range. The construc-
tion of the splinet in the case I = 1 concludes.
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Figure 13: Left: The two splines of the case I = 0. Right: The three splines of the case I = 1
representing fully dyadic case with 22 − 1 internal knots (ξ2N−1 , ξ2N−1+1, ξ2N−1+2).
If I = 2, then we have two central B-splines, say say BC0 and B
C
1 to be orthogonalized,
see Figure 11 (top). The splines have their supports overlapping only with the final two splines
from the previous step, i.e. OBLC and OBRC , and with each others. They orthogonalize is as
follows
OBC0 = B
ξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 −
〈Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
LC〉
‖OBLC‖2 OB
LC ,
OBC1 = B
ξ
n−1−2N−1−···−2ND−1 −
〈Bξ
n−1−2N−1−···−2ND−1 , OB
RC〉
‖OBRC‖2 OB
RC .
The above two splines, while orthogonal to everything else, are not orthogonal to each other.
The construction of the splinet concludes by symmetric orthogonalization of these two splines
using Lemma 2. These last two splines will have the full support and thus are at the maximal
range.
B.2 Splinets for the order k non-dyadic case
Here, we examine more details on computational aspects of our proposed algorithm for non-
dyadic splinet of the order k as formulated in Subsection 4.2.2. .
TASK 1: Partitioning the original ξ into the maximal left hand side (LHS) and right hand side
(RHS) dyadic knot structures by defining ξL0 = (ξ0, . . . , ξk2N−1) and ξ
R
0 = (ξn−k2N−1+1, . . . , ξn+1).
Under our assumption, the last knot of the first structure ξk2N−1 does not coincide with the first
of the second one ξn+1−k2N−1 (if it would then n = k2N − 1 which yields a dyadic case).
Next, we repeat the procedure for ξ˜ = (ξk2N−1 , . . . , ξn−k2N−1+1) in place of ξ, n˜ = M , and
search for a number N1 such that k2N1−1 ≤ M < k2N1 − 1, where N1 satisfies the following
inequality 1 ≤ N1 < N . If M = k2N1 − 1, then we have fully dyadic structure, otherwise
there is a new set of M1 < M middle points. Hence n = k2N + k2N1 + M1. In any case we
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define, ξL1 =
(
ξ˜0, . . . , ξ˜k2N1−1
)
and ξR1 =
(
ξ˜n˜−k2N1−1+1, . . . , ξ˜n˜+1
)
. In other words, the second
maximal LHS and the RHS dyadic support structures have the two sets of knots
ξL1 = (ξk2N−1 , . . . , ξk2N−1+k2N1−1),
ξR1 = (ξn+1−k2N−1−k2N1−1 , . . . , ξn+1−k2N−1).
Iterating the same procedure until we eventually get to the situation that no RHS and LHS
dyadic structures can be extracted, with the last pair of the dyadic structure extracted ξLD, ξ
R
D.
This would mean that the number of the knots in the middle group ξCranges between 0 and
4k − 2. From that we can write
n = 2N + 2N1 + 2N2 + · · ·+ 2ND + I,
where I = 0, 1, . . . , 4k−2, where I stands for the internal knots in ξC , 1 ≤ ND ≤ · · · ≤ N2 ≤
N1 < N and the corresponding ξLd , ξ
R
d that are given through
ξLd = (ξk2N−1+···+k2Nd−1−1 , . . . , ξk2N−1−···−k2Nd−1)
ξdR = (ξn+1−k2N−1−···−k2Nd−1 , . . . , ξn+1−k2N−1−···−2kNd−1−1),
d = 1, . . . , D.
TASK 2: For the constructed 2(D + 1) fully-dyadic intervals we can apply Algorithm 6. As
a result we get D + 1 LHS fully dyadic structures build upon ξL0 , ξ
L
1 , ..., ξ
L
D and D + 1 RHS
fully dyadic structures ξR0 , ξ
R
1 , ..., ξ
R
D.
TASK 3: In this step there are k B-splines that have support stretching over two neighboring
LHS dyadic structures or two neighboring RHS dyadic structures. In our notation there will
be k(D − 1) such splines on each sides. In this stage we have 2k(D − 1) B-splines, say BLd,i
or BRd,i, i = 1, . . . , k and d = 1, . . . , D − 1 to be orthogonalized resulting in 2k(D − 1) extra
irregular support intervals.
We start with 2k B-splines, the furthest to the left BL1,i and furthest to the right B
R
1,i, i =
1, . . . , k, and continue forward to the center from each side. In the original indexing of the
B-splines in which the index points at the LHS origin of the support, see (5) (we drop the index
denoting the order of the spline), we have for i = 1, . . . , k
BL1,i = B
ξ
k2N−1−k+i,
BR1,i = B
ξ
n+1−k2N−1+k−i.
We note that they have the knots ξk2N−1 , ξn+1−k2N−1 as their central points, respectively,
that these are also the boundary of the domains of the first two neighboring one-sided dyadic
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splinets.
We will discuss orthogonalization of BL1,i and the orthogonalization of B
R
1,i, where i =
1, . . . , k are in complete analogy of this discussion. We note that the splinet to the right of BL1,i,
build upon ξL1 is smaller than the one to the left built upon ξ
L
0 . So the orthogonalization of these
k splines will produce the ones irregular support range combining the domain [ξL0,1, ξ
L
k2N−1,1)
with the domain of [ξL0,2, ξ
L
k2N1−1,2). It is called irregular because the domain is not doubling the
lower support range domains if measured by the number of internal knots involved. Still this
support range is larger (as measured in reverse order by the number of the knots it contains)
than any previously evaluated O-splines.
Due to the dyadic structure of the supports and the locality of the supports of the splines
Bξ
k2N−1+k−i, there will be only k OB-splines at each range level from the splinets built upon ξ
L
1
and k OB-splines built upon ξL0 splinets. The orthogonalized spline can be written explicitly
as
OBL1,i = B
ξ
k2N−1−k+i−
N−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
k2N−1+k−i, OB
ξL0
2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξL0
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξL0
2j−k+m,j −
N1−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
k2N−1+k−i, OB
ξL1
m,j〉
‖OBξL1m,j‖2
OB
ξL1
m,j,
where i = 1, . . . , k. Ending this step by orthogonalizing the k splintes OBL1,i with respect to
each others using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1. As men-
tioned, the same argument holds for Bξ
n−k2N−1+k−i and the irregular RHS spline is given by
OBR1,i = B
ξ
n−k2N−1+k−i−
N−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
n−k2N−1+k−i, OB
ξR0
m,j〉
‖OBξL0m,j‖2
OB
ξR0
m,j −
N1−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
n−k2N−1+k−i, OB
ξR1
2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξR1
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξR1
2j−k+m,j,
where i = 1, . . . , k. The same as the left splinets, we end by orthogonalizing the k splintes
OBR1,i with respect to each others using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization
corollary 1.
For the dth irregular B-splines, BLd,i and B
R
d,i, where 1 ≤ d ≤ D − 1, we have
BLd,i = B
ξ
k2N−1+k2N1−1+···+k2Nd−1−1−k+i,
BRd,i = B
ξ
n−k2N−1−k2N1−1−···−k2Nd−1−1+k−i
where i = 1, . . . , k, that have the knots ξk2N−1+k2N1−1+···+k2Nd−1−1 , ξn+1−k2N−1−k2N1−1−···−k2Nd−1−1
as an interior points, respectively, that are also the boundaries of the domains of the two neigh-
boring one-sided dyadic splinets.
Let us focus on BLd,i as the other can be treated in a symmetric manner. they have supports
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that overlap only with the splinets resulting from the dyadic knot systems ξLd−1 and ξ
L
d and,
possibly, some OBLu,i, u ≤ d − 1, i = 1, . . . , k. We note two important facts following from
the disjoint supports observed in the built structure. The first one is in analogy to what we have
seen in the construction of the dyadic structure and requires orthogonalization of BLd,i only with
respect to 2k O-splines at each regular support interval, k splinets from the LHS splinet and
the other k splintes from the RHS splinet. The second one is that irregular support intervals
represented by OBLu,i all except for u = d− 1 correspond to supports that are disjoint with the
support of BLd,i. Hence
OBLd,i = B
L
d,i −
k∑
m=1
〈BLd,i, OBLd−1,m〉
‖OBLd−1,m‖2
OBLd−1,m−
Nd−1−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈BLd,i, OB
ξLd−1
2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξ
L
d−1
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξLd−1
2j−k+m,j−
Nd−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈BLd,i, OBξ
L
d
m,j〉
‖OBξLdm,j‖2
OB
ξLd
m,j,
where i = 1, . . . , k. Ending this step by orthogonalizing the k splintes OBLd,i with respect to
each others using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1.
In a similar manner we compute OBRd through
OBRd,i = B
R
d,i −
k∑
m=1
〈BRd,i, OBRd−1,m〉
‖OBRd−1,m‖2
OBRd−1,m−
Nd−1−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈BRd,i, OB
ξRd−1
m,j 〉
‖OBξ
R
d−1
m,j ‖2
OB
ξRd−1
m,j −
Nd−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈BRd,i, OBξ
R
d
2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξRd
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξRd
2j−k+m,j,
where i = 1, . . . , k. Similarly, we orthogonalize the k splintesOBRd,i with respect to each others
using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1.
TASK 4: In this step the central group of knots ξC , can range between 1 and 4k knots in this
central group and these cases will be equivalent to I taking values between −1 and 4k − 2,
respectively.
The case I = −1, i.e. when 2N−1 − · · · − 2ND−1 = n + 1 − 2N−1 − · · · − 2ND−1, is
special because it has only k central splines, BCi = B
ξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1−k+i, i = 1, . . . , k to be
orthogonalized, see Figure 14. These splines only overlaps with the two dyadic structures over
ξLD and ξ
R
D and this orthogonalization is essentially the final step of the dyadic orthogonalization
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LHD0 LHD1 RHD0RHD1
LIR0 RIR0
CIR
Figure 14: Left: A net of unorthogonalized B splines of the order three for n = 33. This case yields
D = 1, N = 2, N1 = 1, and I = -1. In the bottom, two pairs of dyadic structures are presented. In the
middle graph one pairs of irregular LHS and RHS splines, (LIR0, RIR0), are shown. Finally at the top
3 central B spline denoted in the text by CIR
and is given by
O˜B
C
i = B
ξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1−k+i−
ND−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ2N−1−···−2ND−1−k+i, OBξLD2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξLD
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξLD
2j−k+m,j +
〈Bξ
2N−1−···−2ND−1−k+i, OB
ξRD
m,j〉
‖OBξRDm,j‖2
OB
ξRD
m,j
 .
This step finishes by applying the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1
on O˜BCi to obtain OB
C
i
In all other cases, the 2k (k on each side of the center)B-splinesBLCi andB
RC
i , i = 1, . . . , k
need to be orthogonalized with respect to the splines that have the support that overlaps with
the interval
[ξk2N−1−···−k2ND−1 , ξn+1−k2N−1−···−2kND−1).
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We only discuss BLCi since B
RC
i is treated in a symmetric manner. These splines have the
support that is only overlapping with the LHS dyadic splinet resulting from the dyadic knot
systems ξLD and, possibly, someOB
L
u , u ≤ D−1. First, on each support range level the support
only intersects the k furthest to the right O-splines in this splinet. Moreover, its support only
intersects with OBLD−1 while it is disjoint with all other LHS irregular splines. Consequently
its orthogonalized version can be written as
OBLCi = B
ξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−k+i−
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−k+i, OB
L
D−1,m〉
‖OBLD−1,m‖2
OBLD−1,m−
ND−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
2N−1+2N1−1+···+2ND−1−k+i, OB
ξLD
2j−k+m,j〉
‖OBξLD
2j−k+m,j‖2
OB
ξLD
2j−k+m,j.
Similarily,
OBRCi = B
ξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−k+i −
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−k+i , OB
R
D−1,m〉
‖OBRD−1,m‖2
OBRD−1,m−
ND−2∑
j=0
k∑
m=1
〈Bξ
n−2N−1−···−2ND−k+i , OB
ξRD
m,j〉
‖OBξRDm,j‖2
OB
ξRD
m,j.
If the domains of BLCi and B
RC
i did not overlap which happens in the cases when I ranges
between 2k − 1 and 4k − 2, for example see Figure (15), the the resulting splines OBLCi and
OBRCi are orthogonal and this step concludes with the respective supports
[ξ0, ξk2N−1−···−k2ND−1+1), [ξn−k2N−1−···−k2ND−1 , ξn+1)).
On the other hand if I ranges between 0 and k − 1, then the supports of the 2k splines,
OBLCi , OB
RC
i , overlap and the splines needs to be orthogonalized using the symmetrized
Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1. We assume that the resulting orthogonalized
splines are denoted the same way, i.e. they are OBLCi and OB
RC
i . In this case the support
extends over the whole range of knots for both the splines and the construction of the splinet
concludes.
In the case of I ranges between k and 2k − 2, we have, in addition to OBLCi , OBRCi , r
central B-spline, say BCl ,l = 1, . . . , r where r may take a value in range of 1, . . . , k − 1, to be
orthogonalized. In this case also the supports of OBLCi , OB
RC
i overlap and the splines needs
to be orthogonalized using the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1.
Next the central r splines have the support overlapping only with the final two splines from the
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previous step, i.e. OBLCi and OB
RC
i . Its orthogonalization is given by
OBCl = B
ξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l−
k∑
m=1
(〈Bξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l, OB
LC
m 〉
‖OBLCm ‖2
OBLCm +
〈Bξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l, OB
RC
m 〉
‖OBRCm ‖2
OBRCm
)
.
We end by orthogonalizing the above splines with respect to each others using the symmetrized
Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization corollary 1. Clearly, these last O-splines have the full
support and thus are at the lowest support interval. The construction of the splinet in this case
concludes.
If I ranges between 2k− 1 and 4k− 2, then the the 2k splines, BLCi and BRCi , have disjoint
supports. In this stage, we have r central B-splines, say BCl , l = 1, . . . , r where r may take a
value in range of k, . . . , 3k − 1, to be orthogonalized. They are orthogonalized as follows
OBCl = B
ξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l−
k∑
m=1
(〈Bξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l, OB
LC
m 〉
‖OBLCm ‖2
OBLCm +
〈Bξ
k2N−1−···−k2ND−1−k+l, OB
RC
m 〉
‖OBRCm ‖2
OBRCm
)
.
The above splines, while orthogonal to everything else, are not orthogonal to each other.
The construction of the splinet concludes by the symmetrized Gramm-Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion corollary 1. These last splines will have the full support and thus are at the lowest support
interval.
Example 2. In this example we present two splinet of different orders, 3rd order and 5th order,
in dyadic case, see Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively. The knots are distributed randomly
where the number of these knots in both cases is relatively close. We have 193 knots in the third
order, which is equivalent to have N = 6, and 161 knots in the fifth order, which is equivalent
to have N = 5.
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Figure 15: A net of unorthogonalized B splines of the order three for n = 40. This case yields D = 1, N
= 2, N1 = 1, and I = 6. In the bottom, two pairs of dyadic structures are presented. In the middle graph
two pairs of irregular LHS and RHS splines, (LIR0, RIR0) and (LIR1, RIR1), are shown. Finally at
the top 4 central B spline denoted in the text by CIR
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Figure 16: The construction of a splinet of the 3rd order for the dyadic case N = 6.
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Figure 17: The construction of a splinet of the 5th order for the dyadic case N = 5.
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Algorithm 7: The splinets of order one in the general case.
Input: knots for generating a splinet of order k, with n internal and two terminal knots
Output: the splinet of order k built upon the delivered knots, with the full dyadic subsplinets and
irregular splines explicitly represented in OUT ;
OS ← ∅ ; /*collection of fully dyadic subsplinets*/
OB ← ∅ ; /*set of RHS and LHS irregular o-splines of k intries*/
BL ← 0; BR ← 0; BC ← 0 ; /*RHS, LHS and central irregular B-splines of k
intiries*/
if n+ 1 = k2N , for some N > 0, i.e. the knots are fully dyadic, then
Generate the splinet, say OS, over the knots using Algorithm 6 and save it to OS;
else
while n > 4k − 2 do
Find N s.t. k2N − 1 ≤ n < k2N+1 − 1 ;
STEP 1. Generate the LHS (RHS) splinet, say OSL ( OSR), over the first (last)
k2N−1 + 1 knots, by applying Algorithm 6 ;
STEP 2.Orthogonalize BLi (B
R
i ), i = 1, . . . , k, if non-zero, with respect to the
overlapping support o-splines in OSL (OSR) and save to, say, OBLi (OB
R
i ), then add
the results to OB ;
STEP 3. Set BLi (B
R
i ), i = 1, . . . , k, to the first-to-the-right ( the first-to-the-left) k
B-splines that do not have their domains inside the support of OSL (OSR) ;
Note: In some cases BLi (B
R
i ), may have less than k-splines. STEP 4. Orthogonalize B
L
i
and BRi , i = 1, . . . , k, with respect to the overlapping support o-splines in
OSL ∪ {OBL}, OSR ∪ {OBR}, save the result back in BLi and BRi , respectively ;
OS ← OS ∪ {OSL, OSL};
OB ← OB ∪ {OBLi , OBRi };
Remove from the knots the first k2N−1 and the last k2N−1 knots;
n← n− k2N ;
end
end
if n < 0 then
Add BLi to OB;
end
if 4k − 2 ≥ n > 2k − 1 /*Remaining n+2 central knots */then
Add BLi and B
R
i to OB,i = 1, . . . , k,;
Orthogonalize the n− k + 1 central splines with respect to BLi and BRi , save the results in
OBCr , r = 1, . . . , n− k + 1 ;
Symmetrically orthogonalize OBCr using Corollary 1, add the results to OB;
else
if 2k − 1 ≥ n > k − 1 then
Do symmetric orthogonalization on BLi and B
R
i i using Corollary 1, save it as OBLR
and added it to OB ;
Orthogonalize the central splines with respect to OBLR, say OBC ; ;
Do symmetric orthogonalization on OBC , and add the results to OB
else
Do symmetric orthogonalization on BLi and B
R
i i using Corollary 1, and add the result to
OB;
end
end
OUT ← (OS,OB);
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